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Number Four 1980

THE BRIDGE

Journal of the
Danish American Heritage Society

A GREAT MANY AMERICANS are becoming aware of a need to
perpetuate their cultural heritage. Efforts by early immigrants to
blend into American society created a melting pot, often without
emphasis on cultural traditions. Second, third, and fourth
generation Americans of Danish and other ethnic descent recently
have discovered an interest in their intellectual, cultural, and social
heritage and are determined, at least in part, to retain it.

DANISH AMERICANS have a unique opportunity to
participate in two cultures. Yet, because of a rapid blending into
American society, few enjoy the completeness of this dual heritage
of Danish and American traditions. Fortunately, however, many
individuals from the present generation have discovered that their
interest in Danish culture is shared by others.

DANISH AMERICANS should understand the significance of
preserving the history found in the records and artifacts of Danish
immigrants. This history reflects the ideals, capabilities, and
traditions brought to the New World. Here it was blended with
contributions from immigrants of other nationalities into
contemporary American life. It is important that Americans who
have an interest in the Danish cultural contribution to the United
States make an effort to preserve those customs and historical
artifacts for future generations.

Editorial Statement
With this, the fourth issue of The Bridge, we present seven
articles dealing with topics we feel will interest our readers
and deserve a place in the record.
Olga Opfell in writing about her father, Georg Strandvold,
provides an intimate insight into the character of a Danish
American stalwart. And we note with more than little
satisfaction that Georg Strandvold foresaw the need for the
Danish American Heritage Society .
We introduce you to a little intrigue and mystery with
Otto Sorensen providing the details of an unsolved murder
several hundred years ago in Denmark, which has fascinated
American authors in more recent times. Edward and Gerda
Sundberg continue with their Ribbons of Memories by
introducing us to The Remigrants, - those who emigrated
from Scandinavia to this continent and later decided to
return .
Grand View College's attempt to maintain Danish culture
and ideals in a new country often got bogged down to where
the trees obscured the forest, as Thorvald Hansen described a
turbulent period in the school's history . The universality of
Storm Petersen's humor is brought to our attention by Allen E.
Hye, - and also his similarity to some American humorists.
Nancy Bartlett tells us about the short-lived Dansk Folkeblad,
which its editor tried valiantly, but unsuccessfully, to maintain among the Danish settlers in Michigan toward the end of
the last century.
We conclude with additional translations by Jorgen Dahlie
of the Feilberg letters . These have been chosen by Dahlie to
give some additional background to the Feilberg' s early years
in Canada as well as to give some sense of how the younger
members of the family reacted to their new homeland.

Editorial Policy: We are still in need of material so that
planning for succeeding issues can be more orderly and
relaxed. In a future issue we intend to outline, in enough
detail to be helpful to contributors , our views as to the kind
of material that will be in harmony with DAHS goals and
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appropriate for The Bridge. We want this to be a policy that
will encourage contributors and provide interesting and
worthwhile material. Comments and suggestions from the
membership will be appreciated . For now we repeat that our
guidelines will come from experience, observing what others
are doing, and most importantly, responses from the
membership. Emphasizing that we do not have a formal
policy to be adhered to by all contributors, the following
general statements are meant as suggestions and will be
adjusted as the circumstances indicate they need to be
modified .
The editor relies heavily on the judgments and recommendations of the reviewers and referees, although he is
not bound by them .
Articles for The Bridge should be 3,000-6,000 words in
length , however, shorter articles will not be excluded, per
se .
Both scholarly and popular articles, as well as memoirs
and reminiscenses, are encouraged .
Reviews of articles and books should contain pertinent
bibliographic information which would enable readers to
find the material being reviewed .
Contributors should submit a biographical statement of
100-200 words from which a brief identifying paragraph
could be written .

Arnold N. Bodtker, 29672 Dane Lane.
Junction City, Oregon 97448 .
. .... President and Editor
Gerald Rasmussen, 29681 Dane Lane
Junction City, Oregon 97448
..... ..... Vice President
Karen McCumsey, 410 Laurel,
Junction City, Oregon 97448 ............ . ... . .. Secretary
Egon Bodtker, 1132 Newport Drive,
Salem, Oregon 97302 .
. ... .. ...... Treasurer
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GEORG STRANDVOLD:
A Progress in Journalism
By Olga Strandvold Opfell
A bronze plaque that
honors Georg Strandvold's
memory hangs in Rebild's
Blokhus, succinctly summing up the influence he
had in his time on thousands of Danish Americans:
Skirbent og redakt¢r i
i Amerika i 57 ar.
Trofast talsmand
for Danmark .
That long career was also versatile. During those
57 years Georg Strandvold
wrote for the best known
Danish newspapers in the
U.S. - Norden, Nordlyset,
Den Danske Pioneer, Ugebladet, Dannevirke, Bien - and
worked on two American dailies, the Racine Journal and the
Grand Forks Herald. For 31 years he also sat on the editorial
staff of Decorah-Posten, the largest of the Norwegian-American newspapers, with about 10,000 Danish subscribers . He
was perhaps the only Danish " pressemand" in this country to
write Danish, English, and Norwegian equally well. As Albert
Van Sand, Nordlyset editor, noted in 1928: "Saa er der kun
saa meget mere Grund for os hans Landsmaend i Amerika at
vaere stolte herover." Aside from his newspaper jobs, Georg
Strandvold lectured innumerable times to Danish-American
and American audiences, and wrote poems, short stories
(many for Julegranen); and articles about Danish literature
(for American handbooks and encyclopedias).
Writing what he wanted and as he wanted, he showed a
great enthusiasm for his profession . When he was 70, he still
ran off to work like a young reporter. Recently his
sister-in-law Medora Petersen recalled, "The most vivid
impression I have of him is that he preferred doing his work
to everything else - even when he was on vacation ." When,
for example, international news was breaking right and left,
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he thought nothing of walking down to the office at 5 in the
morning in subzero weather.
That office at Decorah-Posten, Decorah, Iowa, where
thousands of his articles originated, was a small upstairs room
wedged between the business office and the print shop.
Somehow its endless traffic never disturbed him. To his job
he brought his inborn Danish characteristics of punctuality,
dependability, neatness, and helpfulness. With his shirt
sleeves rolled up, the inevitable pipe or cigar between his
lips, his mild blue eyes lighting up a gentle face, he sat at a
heavy rolltop desk, the family dog at his feet. Reference
books were crammed around him . A rather rickety table was
piled high with papers, but everything was in such admirable
order that he could instantly put his hand on whatever was
needed . His typewriter, on a smaller wheeled table, he hit
with two stabbing forefingers, never progressing to a better
technique. As he worked, there were frequent interruptions,
for over the years a ceaseless stream of callers sought advice
and information he could glean for them from a huge filing
cabinet of clippings and correspondence.
In no way could it be called an elegant office. Two
windows overlooked a dismal alley, the walls were dingy, the
little room in summer was stifling hot despite the groaning
ceiling fans. But he frequently remarked that for him it was
this side of Paradise.
Georg Strandvold was born in Roskilde on June 5,
Grundlovsdag, 1883, and "den danske sag" lay at the heart of
his work. Friends were often surprised at this loyalty because
as a rather impecunious newspaperman he was able to return
to Denmark only once, in 1920, to visit his parents, three
sisters, and a brother. Behind the unrealized trips (so
intensely longed for) lay many sacrifices, especially in the
form of financial help to others.
That devotion found especially cogent argument during
World War 11, when many Americans were highly critical of
the Danes' instant capitulation to the Nazis. He himself
wrote, "There is no report to the effect that the Danes
resisted by force; they evidently realized that it would have
been suicide ." But soon he was able to describe the growing
Resistance Movement. Years later, Tyge Lassen, curator of
Udvandrerarkivet in Aalborg, concluded: "Georg Strandvold
was in the front ranks of our countrymen in America who
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undertook the difficult and in the beginning thankless task of
removing the stains from Denmark's shield by spreading
information about the Resistance Movement. Let us never
forget that this did unspeakably much to change contempt to
admiration . [Others did the same kind of work in England.] By
war's end Denmark was treated and considered as an Allied
country, which was liberated, not occupied anew." With the
peace, Georg Strandvold was awarded King Christian X's freedom Medal.
Eight years later, on his 70th birthday, which also
happened to be the 50th anniversary of his entry into
journalism, he became a Ridder af Dannebrog. On that
occasion his good friend and fellow bibliophile, Dr. J.
Christian Bay, head of the John Crerar Library in Chicago, sent
the following telegram: "Friends are grateful to you, the
faithful son of Northern genius and the inspiring interpreter of
lofty ideals, for fifty years of unselfish achievement." As Bay
later recalled, he was told that the honoree modestly "shook
his gray head and said to his wife that those words were
greatly exaggerated."
The memorial plaque at Rebild also carries the poem
Georg Strandvold wrote as a young immigrant:
Hejste jeg Sejl og drog vesterpaa
for bedre Vilkaar at s¢ge,
Jeg glemte dog aldrig den B¢1ge blaa,
som kranser de danske B¢ge.
Jeg glemte dog ej over fundet Skat,
de dyre, de kaere Minder Jeg glemte dog aldrig den lyse Nat,
som henover Danmark skinner.
Those eight lines, which many other immigrants found
particularly expressive of their own dual loyalties, were
printed on the cover of the Rebild program for the
celebration of America's bicentennial.
He was 19 when he arrived in New York, penniless and not
at all fluent in English . Just three years later he would be
hired as a reporter on an American daily in Racine,
Wisconsin . Early on, to earn money for school, the young
immigrant worked as a farm hand and thresher in Nebraska.
Finally enrolled at Grand View College in Des Moines, Iowa,
he studied English for as much as 16 hours a day. With plucky
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determination he had already made up his mind what he
wanted to be : a journalist. "Sit in an office, have a pen in my
hand, write for the public, be well dressed, and associate with
intellectual persons ."
Through temperament and heritage he was suited for the
newspaper world. He was the son of a talented and aspiring
editor, who might have gone far . But Henrik Strandvold had a
drinking problem, which gradually reduced his family, settled
in Copenhagen, to poverty. At 14 Georg was sent out as a
herd boy on the Jutland heath and already a year later had
some little articles and poems accepted by provincial papers .
His career, however, did not get its real start until as a Grand
View student he answered Ivar Kirkegaard's advertisement for
an assistant at Norden, the new Danish monthly paper in
Racine. The next step was to show his fluency in Danish and
English by translating President Theodore Roosevelt's speech
at the laying of the foundation for the World's Fair in St.
Louis. While Georg waited for an answer, the school term
being over, he supported himself by digging ditches near
Latimer, Iowa. One day he felt certain a telegram from
Kirkegaard awaited him in his room 25 miles away . From
standing in cold water up to his knees he had already caught
cold, and a little vigorous coughing made his condition seem
worse so that a rather naive ditchdigging boss allowed his
ailing helper to start walking back to his distant lodgings . On
part of the trek Georg pumped a handcar. At Latimer he
found no telegram. But he did find a letter that accepted
him! In his delight the twenty-year-old looked back on his life
so far :
"Again I stood at a milestone in my winding way of life. I
thought about that evening only six years before on
Nylandsvej [in Copenhagen], where I saw my childhood's sun
sink down. I remembered my life as a herd boy in Yelling and
at Nordlund; my flight to Himmelbjergsgaard; taking the cows
and sheep to Vindum; my stay at the dairies on Mols and
Schelenborg; my travels as a cabin boy and waiter on ships
going to America, Germany, Norway, and Sweden; my
vacation trips to the Hindholm manor houses; my desertion
from Valborg [a schooner] in the days in this "Hostel for the
Homeless"; the Nielsens in Q);terlars [this kind Bornholm
schoolmaster and his wife made it possible for the precocious
young herd boy to continue his schooling];
the journey
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to Troy; the foundry there; work as a hired hand in
Marquette; the threshing in the neighborhood of Nysted; the
studies at Grand View - and toward the last the drain
ditches .. . Through it all the dream of being a journalist
wound itself like a golden thread . And now I was employed
on a newspaper - at ten dollars a week! Yes! They were
probably right - all those fairy tale reports of young men
who became something astonishingly big in America! "
The new " redaktionssekretaer" worked for Kirkegaard for
two years (1903-05), sometimes unhappy over assignments to
solicit advertisements or sell subscriptions. His next step
brought him to the Racine Daily Journal, where his unusual
ad - "Newspaperman wants work no matter what it is, as
long as it is work" had caught the attention of the
managing editor, Frank Starbuck. On probation for six
months, Georg was a full fledged reporter by the end of the
second week and writing a daily column as well. Always he
remembered the crotchety Starbuck's adjuration : "Get the
facts , all the facts, and nothing but the damn facts ."
Around this time George Strandvold married Agnes Jensen,
also a Danish immigrant. The young couple dreamed of
spending their first Christmas back in their homeland, and to
earn money for the trip Georg rashly decided to give up his
job and to undertake an absurdly ambitious lecture tour
through all the Danish communities in the Middle West and
the East. Full of euphoria, he started out with five long
lectures, one on Giralamo Savanarola, the fiery religious
reformer of the Italian Renaissance. But his memoirs tell a sad
story : " During the long trip I experienced so many disappointments in the form of snowstorms, train delays, cancelled lectures, and small honorariums that it soon became
clear to me our Denmark plans could not be carried out."
The lecture tour ended in New York with the money all
gone and Agnes pregnant. Fortunately at that very moment
Emil Opffer decided to leave as editor of Nordlyset, and the
disillusioned young lecturer let Karl Mathiasen, the publisher,
know that he was available. Hired almost on the spot, he
became co-editor of the paper with Knud Hartnack, and
about a year later (at the age of 25) the sole editor. The
Dani sh Greater New York , he would remember, stood then in
a festive glow with a rapid suc cession of banquets, parties,
ball s, masquerades . The "young person" at Nordlyset
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interviewed a stream of interesting personalities who moved
among these entertainments - the ballet dancer Adelina
Genee, the actress Oda Nielsen, the writer Johan Skjoldborg,
Admiral Richelieu, Baron and Baroness Joost Dahlerup, the
writers Karen and Sophus Michaelis, and Dr. Frederick Cook,
who claimed to have discovered the North Pole. For the
banquet the Danes in New York held in Cook's honor, Georg
was asked to be the main speaker. Then sager heads decided
he was too "spinatung". Promptly the distinguished old
gentleman, who was chosen in his stead, asked the displaced
speaker for a copy of his talk "to get a few ideas." When the
speech was given, it turned out to be Georg's, word for word.
In 1911, "Den Danske Studentersangforening" arrived in
the U .S. on tour, and Georg gained admission to the customs
boat which met the Danish ship outside Sandy Hook.
Clattering on board, he brought the group the first greeting
from Danish America . After a highly successful concert at
Carnegie Hall, the singers were invited to Washington D.C.,
and Georg, at Max Henius's request, accompanied them . At a
White House garden party, "fat smiling" President Taft stood
in the receiving line with his daughter Helen . The choir
entertained with Danish and American songs. When the
soloist, Helge Nissen, had sung " Den store, hvide Flok vi ser,"
Georg heard Mr. Taft say, "I didn't understand a word of it,
but it was beautiful." Following the White House party, there
was supper at the Danish legation. Georg later remembered
the occasion: "In the garden, illuminated with colored
lanterns, we drank punch. Most of the members of the 'corps
diplomatique' were Grev Carl Moltke's guests at the garden
soiree which now took place. The singers' voices sounded
marvelous in the warm summer evening; in long rows of
automobiles on either side of the street people sat quietly and
listened to those tones from the far North. 'Det var festligt og
stemningsfu ldt."
Also during the Nordlyset days, Henrik Cavling, the editor
of Politiken in Copenhagen, invited Georg Strandvold to
become a "Marconi correspondent," sending short messages
across the Atlantic every day. Thus the young journalist
pioneered in the first transatlantic news service from America
to Scandinavia. Unfortunately, his messages were sometimes
garbled in transmission, causing him embarrassment and
heaping criticism on his head.
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All too many were ready to pour scorn on the young
"Fl~s" out in New York. Many years later Georg conceded : "It
was unavoidable that I stepped on other editor's toes colleagues who felt angry that a young fellow .. . would
make pronouncements about things they had long ago
discovered and about problems they had already solved . But I
was amused by their carping and with a certain almost vain
satisfaction I noted that newspapers in Denmark quoted
Nordlyset far more often than any other Danish-American
newspapers."
Moreover, " It was not any paste-up stuff which found its
way into the Nordlyset columns in those days. I put emphasis
not only on reporting the news, but also on widening the
knowledge about t hose Danes who among the Americans had
risen to distinguished positions. Thus interviews and
biographies could be found in every issue. Likewise, I put
myse lf in tou ch with several Dani sh wri ters in America and
asked them for articles, and finally I let the paper participate
in the general discussion on Danish-American affairs ."
The young man at Nordlyset relished controversy, and he
particularly enjoyed writing polemic articles aimed at the
fl amboyant Opffer, who had assumed the editorship of Dansk
Amerikaneren. The most notable controversy arose from the
case of Axel Holm , an 18-year-old bricklayer's apprentice, who
had crushed his spine in a work-related accident. He was
subsequently defended in court by a lawyer, who kept more
than one third of the damages awarded . Problems also arose
with the accounting of the funds raised for Axel Holm .
Nordlyset's editor went straight after the lawyer and fund s
keeper. Dansk Amerikaneren defended them. Eventually libel
suits were filed . In the end a jury brought in a verdict "that
Nordlyset in one way or another had committed a formal
error and should be fined , not $50,000, but six cents. " After
the case was appealed the higher court ruled it could see no
reason to disturb the verdict.
Some fifty years later Georg Strandvold could still exclaim
with gusto : " Readers like to be guided by men who have what
is usually called the courage of their convictions . . . I am
making a plea for more controversy in our public life. Isn't it
so, that only when you familiarize yourself with other
people's opinions are you able to form one of your own?"
Georg's memoirs from the Nordlyset years also mention an
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unusual encounter. In 1906, he had written about Booker T.
Washington and Tuskegee Institute for Zacharias Nielsen's
S,Sndagsbladet in Denmark. To be sure his facts were accurate
he had corresponded with Washington, who later asked for an
English resume of the article. After Georg had sent off the
translation, he received an autographed copy of Washington's
autobiography, Up from Slavery. As he tells it, "About a year
later I was walking one afternoon on the sidewalk outside
Central Park and saw there a distinguished black man, who
looked like the picture of Washington. I greeted him, asked if
he was Dr. Washington. Smiling, he answered, 'Yes.' and when
I gave him my name, the first thing he said was, 'Oh, by the
way, did you get that book I sent you?' We walked up and
down the sidewalk for a short while, talked about Denmark
and the Danish folk schools which to a certain extent had
been models for his Negro school (About two years later he
went to Denmark and to the general amazement of 'white'
America the Danish court had as little racial prejudice as
Theodore Roosevelt had shown. Dr. Washington was the guest
of King Frederik and Queen Louise.)"
In 1911, Nordlyset acquired a new publisher, who decided
that its editor must simultaneously act as business manager.
Since Georg never had any head for business, he had to leave
the newspaper. For a while he thought he would find steady
employment with Dr. Frederick Cook, whom the New York
Danes earlier had honored at a glittering banquet. From time
to time, at the explorer's request, he had transmitted in his
"Marconigrams" stories about Cook's polar claims. Cook
always maintained that he had discovered the North Pole in
April, 1908. His story, however, began to be questioned when
Robert Peary returned from his trek north in September of the
following year, asserting he had been at the Pole in April,
1909. Subsequently, Danish scientists would investigate and
declare that Cook could not produce sufficient proof, as
could Peary. But before that happened, Cook set up an office,
Polar Publishing Bureau, in the closing days of 1911 and
offered Georg a position on the staff. The special assignment
was to ascertain how the Scandinavian countries felt about
Cook's claims and to figure out the costs of translating his
book, My Attainment of the North Pole, into the
Scandinavian languages, perhaps even make the Danish
translation. The job, however, lasted only three weeks. One
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day his staff was dismayed to receive a telegram from Cook
announcing he had made arrangements with a travel bureau
to schedule his lectures and with Lord and Taylor to distribute
his book . Consequently, he was closing his own office. In
spite of thi s brief employment, Georg continued to like th e
genial explorer and long afterwards made this assessment:
" My good impressions of Cook do not prove, of course, that
he ever was at the North Pole, but I am sure that deepest
down he firmly believed that he had been closer to it than
anyone else."
With a wife and two small sons to support (the first baby
had died), Georg next took a job in the cataloguing
department of the New York Public Library, where he earned
extra money by translating doctoral theses from German , a
language he had learned well from omnivorous reading and
during his schooldays in Copenhagen. Although not actively
associated with a newspaper, he could still call himself a
journalist. Some of his English articles were accepted by the
New York Evening Post. His Danish articles went all over the
country. Meanwhile the lecture bureau of New York City's
Board of Education sent him out to inform American
audiences about Danish politics, customs, and literature.
In 1916, Georg Strandvold came to Minneapolis as editor
of Ugebladet. The next year, for a more substantial salary, he
signed on as night editor of the Grand Forks Herald in North
Dakota . During the war years there came from his typewriter
many pieces explaining how difficult it was for the
Scandinavian countries to maintain their neutrality. Later he
wrote that he considered these pieces the most valuable
things he had done on the Herald, and he was pleased that
the Danish-American press took note of them .
In the meantime he and his first wife had been divorced .
As his second wife he chose Johanne Petersen, who graciously
stabilized his life. The prairie writer Carl Hansen had brought
about their first meeting in New York some years before.
A highly tempting offer came in 1923 from P.O . Thorsen , a
publisher who stood ready to finance a new magazine,
Scandinavia, with Georg Strandvold as editor. In a letter to a
friend Georg described its goals : " You may have heard that I
left my position at the Herald early in October and became
editor of a new monthly magazine, Scandinavia, which will
be of national scope; it will contain 96 generously illustrated
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pages and will aim at cementing the relationship between
Scandinavians in this country and Americans, so it will
naturally be printed in English ." In another letter he admitted
he was pouring his heart and soul into the effort.
The magazine was launched in January, 1924, with a
handsome colored cover proclaiming it was "devoted to the
interests of Scandinavians everywhere." Over the next few
months praise came quickly. One reader wrote, "Scandinavia
was a happy thought. We who were born on American soil of
Scandinavian parentage can now know what there is about
our ancestry that accounts for the marvelous acvhievements
throughout the entire world. Indeed, we are already learning
from Scandinavia that the descendants of the Vikings have
been active in a great many more fields than most of us have
realized." Another letter said simply, "Scandinavia certainly
makes me proud of being a Scandinavian."
In the April issue Georg touched on one of his favorite
themes :
Wherever, in the north men and women left their old
haunts for the new world, they carried with them a treasure, which has such enduring value that it is not lost even
in succeeding generations. The language may die;
memories of the old lands of the pioneers may fade; yet
in the intellect and in the heart of every descendant of Scandinavians we might, if we had the necessary
scientific equipment, discover that their character had
been formed not only by the environments and experiences of America, their own native country, but also
and who knows - perhaps chiefly by the tradition of the lands their fathers and mothers left behind
them .
Among the contributors to Scandinavia were such well-known
writers as J. Anker Larsen, Johan Bojer, Martha 0stens¢,
Kristian 0stergaard, and Per Str¢mme.
Unfortunately, after only six issues, the publisher died
suddenly of a heart attack, leaving no provision in his will for
the magazine to continue. The day of Scandinavia's demise
was one of the saddest in Georg Strandvold's professional life.
A few weeks later Normanden, also in Grand Forks, hirerl
him as editor. To a friend he commented in a letter, "I cannot
deny that I really wou Id have preferred that the paper was
American or Danish . As it is I feel like a misfit, but so far very
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few readers have complained about a Dane's editing a
Norwegian paper. The Norwegians can't get along without the
Danes anyhow - when they needed a king in 1905, they had
to import one from Denmark."
In 1926 Decorah-Posten made the most inviting financial
offer Georg had ever received in his career. This Norwegian
national biweekly, he noted, was built on a solid financial
foundation and increasingly attracted new subscribers, many
of them Danish. With his acceptance, he joined a staff of four
other editors. He took charge of the Danish news and then
over the years became an expert observer of the whole
international news scene. Many of his columns also appeared
in the Danish-American press . Readers especially appreciated
the historical perspective he brought to his carefully written
articles .
Axel Andersen of the Midwest Scandiavian offered this
praise : "During a century of immigrational transplantation
from Denmark there have been few editors indeed who
possess the gift of constant interpretation of world events.
Georg Strandvold stands at the top. He is filled with statistics,
logic, and pros and cons of the world scene." And Peter
Freuchen, the Greenland explorer, author, and journalist:
"Calm, sober reflections and surveys are Georg Strandvold's
specialty. Many are the readers of Danish language
newspapers who from his articles have sharpened their
interest in what is happening out there in the world ."
Through the years he remained intensely loyal to "den
danske sag." His pride in having been born a Dane is evident
in this excerpt from one of his speeches :
In the veins of the Dane surges blood which can be traced
back to the dimmest days; in his soul the life and impressions of unnumbered generations are crystallized. He
is, for the moment, the sum total of the deeds of his forefathers, good and evil or evil and good; his character has
been determined by many factors, chief among which is,
perhaps, that of gentle Nature. Danish scenery, not particularly famed abroad because it offers little of dramatic
or grotesque interest, is reflected in the mind, the general
makeup of the Dane. One might say that he is a mirror
of the sile_
n t sadness of the vanishing Jutland heath; the
bright idyl of the summer beechwoods; the ever
humming nearness of forest-wreathed lakes or of the
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stormy omni-presence of angry seas. His forefathers have
known, bloodily and directly, the madness of wars, the
blessings of interludes of peace. There is in the Dane
something irresistibly recalling the blue of the cornflower,
the song of the nightingale, the dreaminess of poets and
children yearning for reality which they might fear to face
did it ever come into their presence .
But there is something else, too. There is, in the back of
the mind of the Dane, a picutre of a period when his
country was one of the world powers and when its flag
was triumphantly unfurled on all the seas from North
Cape to the southernmost spheres of Africa and the
Americas. There is in him a will to do things, and to do
them on a scale vast in proportion to the size of the
land from which he sprang. In modern times that particular will has been exemplified in scientific achievements of the first magnitude and in the creation of farflung concerns like the Great Northern Telegraph Co., the
United Steamship Co., the East Asiatic Co., the solving of
tremendously difficult problems of railroad engineering in
Iran, and in many other fields.
In short, the Dane bears on his brow the deep sign of H.C.
Andersen, the dreamer, the weaver of stories - and that
of H.N. Andersen, the doer, the man of wide ranging
action. These two Andersens may, in a certain sense, be
said to represent what the Dane is and what he has
done.
What, then,
tomorrow?

about the American

of Danish descent

He will be true to his prototype - it is unlikely that he
will deviate much from it. For even though he is an
American, and even though environment and impulses in
this country have meant decisive things to him, he is still
a Dane; Danish blood still courses through his veins, for
how many generations to come, no one can say .
Just now, during the period of transition from settlement
to complete assimilation, the American of Danish descent
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is experimenting; he is trying to find his place, that is, the
place which he in a special sense is destined to occupy in
the scheme of things American . . . The American of
Danish descent is, generally speaking, trying hard to build
an arched bridge between the past and the future, between the dreams and ambitions of his forefathers and the
energy and attainments of his own generation . . . .
He is likely, dreamer and man of action that he will be, to
keep always before him the fact that when his Tomorrow
is his own Today, he must be thinking of a still further
Tomorrow, and with that in mind he will do his work intelligently and thoroughly, as the traditions of the Danes
of Yesteryear taught him to do it.
(December, 1938)
The war years, 1939-45, were ceaselessly busy. Georg
wrote widely for many papers as well as for Decorah-Posten;
he spoke constantly at Rotary luncheons; and as a discerning
commentator broadcast weekly international news reviews
from the Luther College radio station in Decorah and from
Station WMT in Waterloo, Iowa. Likewise, he recorded several
speeches that were sent to Boston and broadcast from there
to the underground in Norway and Denmark. Afterwards, he
received many appreciative letters from abroad , one from the
rector of Oslo University.
One year after the Nazi occupation of Denmark, Georg
was moved to write :
I sin tusindaarige Historie har det danske Folk mange
Gange vaeret udsat for store Storme, for Nationalulykker,
som skar dybe Furer i Folkets Sind . " Svigtet af Venner og
af Fjender" har det atter og atter vaeret haerget af
Krig og andre Katastrofer - som f . Eks. da det for 600 Aar
siden var lige ved at miste sin Selvstaendighed, eller som
da det i 1813 maatte kaempe sig igennem en Statsbankerots forfaerdelige 8¢1ger og i 1864 maatte afstaa
S¢nderjylland til Preussen .
Men aldrig sank Dansken i Knae, aldrig d¢de Smilet om
hans Mund, aldrig forstummede Sangen paa hans Laeber.
Han havde an anden
betrygges af Vaaben -

Modstandskraft end den som
en Styrke, som stod 1¢ndoms-
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fuldt i Pagt med den dybe Muldjord, de lysegr¢nne B¢ge,
de blaanede B¢lger.
In April, 1940, he had warned :
Apparently the long awaited intensification of Great
Britain's war against Germany is beginning in the expected
form of attempting to draw small neutral countries into
the conflict, against their will. For weeks, the efforts of
responsible British statesmen seem to have had for their
goal the involvement of the Scandinavian nations, and
although they are not yet at war, they are threatened
more violently than they ever were during the World
War of 1914-18.
During the Posten years Georg continued, as was his
long established custom, to send articles to Denmark,
especiallty to Politiken and Jyllandsposten. He once estimated
that they numbered about 1500. The articles he contribued to
Danish-American papers - Dannevirke, Den Danske Pioneer,
Bien, Nordlyset notably - covered a wide range of topics.
One of the most unusual and meticulously researched
described Henry Wadswroth Longfellow's strong ties to Danish
poets and poetry .
In another, written in 1927, Georg encouraged the
formation of a Danish-American historical society. Praising
what Americans of Norwegian and Swedish descent had
already accomplished in this direction, he listed 14 "kilder"
used by the Norwegian Americans : 1) letters sent back to the
homeland by emigrants; 2) Norwegian and American national
archives; 3) the Norwegian press (often containing travel
letters and descriptions of life in pioneer settlements); 4)
books printed in Norway about America; 5) diaries (found
particularly in the American Northwest); 6) official records
from consulates; 7) immigrant songs; 8) travel accounts by
non-Scandinavians; 9) Norwegian-American newspapers; 10)
collections of small historical societies in various towns; 11)
the history of schools and churchs; 12) memoirs; 13)
belleslettres; and 14) furnishing and tools used in the days of
the pioneers.
Se, saaledes baerer Nordmaendene sig ad!
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De har Begejstringen , de har Offerviljen, de har Evnen til
at planlaegge, Modet og Viljen til at virkeligg¢re deres
Planer. De er sig bevidst, at alt det, some fortsattes
herovre, der havde Rod i Aandsliv og Forhold hjemme
det er et Afsnit af De forenede Staters Historie.
Derfor vii de skrive med paa den . Ti de erkender, at g¢r de
det ikke, da g¢r ingen anden det.
Som sagt:
Skulde der mon ikke vaere noget, som Dansk-Amerikanerne kunde laere herfra?
Hvem begynd~r?
In the little Midwestern town of Decorah the transplanted
New Yorker remained a strong individualist, who often
referred to himself as a " fremmed fugl." Couragously he filled
his articles, editorials, and lectures with those concepts (not
always "popular") to which he was committed - tolerance
above all, world peace, disarmament, abolition of the death
penalty, aristocracy of the mind - always rationalization
over emotion. Along with these beliefs he showed a
compassionate empathy for all creatures, even the lowest
forms of life, that seemed much like Albert Schweitzer's
reverence . All forms of hypocrisy and cant he hated and
opposed them whenever he could. Indeed, he delighted in
quoting John Stuart Mill : "In this age the mere example of
non-conformity, the mere refusal to bend the knee to custom,
is in itself a service. That so few now dare to be eccentric
marks the chief danger of the time."
A voracious reader in several languages, Georg Strandvold
often amazed friends with his encyclopedic knowledge.
Because of his great familiarity with Danish literature, he was
asked in 1947 to write all the articles on Danish authors for
Collier's Encyclopedia. Those articles are still being used in
the current edition . He also contributed articles on Danish
literature to the American-Scandinavian Review, the Columbia
University Dictionary of Modern European Literature, and
Frederika Blankner's History of Scandinavian Literature.
Georg Strandvold remained at Decorah-Posten until 1957,
when he and Johanne moved to Berkeley, California, where
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he continued international news columns - in Danish for
Den Danske Pioneer in Chicago and in English for the Askov
American (Minnesota) . His last assignment was as co-editor
with Dr. Paul Nyholm of Dansk Nytaar, 1961 . He died of a
heart attack on December 6, 1960, just a few weeks before
the annual appeared. Coincidentally, the cover carried a
photograph of Roskilde Cathedral, where he had been
baptized .
Thus Georg Strandvold's long, energetic, and varied career,
which touched the lives of thousands of his readers. At its
end Dr. Nyholm would point out, "He made a contribution
which [Danish-American] historians of the future will
recognize as having been of the greatest importance ."

Olga Strandvold Opfell, the daughter of Johanne and Georg Strandvold, is the
author of The Lady Laureates. Women Who Have Won the Nobel Prize
[Scarecrow Press, 1978]. She received an MA at the University of Iowa, taught at
Grand View College, and subsequently worked as a reporter on the Pasadena Star
News and as an editorial assistant at the California Institute of Technology. Since
December, 1960, she has continued her father 's international news review column
for the Askov American. Mrs. Opfell lives in Woodland Hills, California.
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Hands Across the Sea:
Soren Qvist in Danish and
American Literature, 1625-1947
by Otto M. Sorensen
Beheading of a clergyman
Anno 1632. Severinus Jani Qvist, pastor in Weilbye and
Homme in Aarhus Bishopric , was innocently beheaded and
his innocence afterwards established, and this transpired in
su ch a way that the footprints of divine providence, as the
precious stones of history, can clearly be perceived .
The manager of an estate belonging to a nobleman had a
brother in the service of the pastor. The manager fell into
disagreement with Qvist, which led to such bitterness and
malicious spite, that he decided to seek revenge, in any way ,
indeed even to the extent of seeking the pastor's life. To
attain this goal in good fashion and without danger, he
induced his brother (who had recently received a box on the
ear from the pastor, one which he had perhaps called forth
intentionally) to travel unnoticed to Sweden , where his
brother would support him generously, with one proviso : that
he should leave behind his old clothes, those he used daily.
Then the scoundrel orders that a half-decomposed corpse be
dug up in the churchyard, dresses the corpse in the clothing
of his departed brother and buries it in the manure pile on
the pastor's farm . When this has been done, the manager
wishes to know from the pastor the whereabouts of his
brother. The pastor can only respond that he has disappeared .
The manager alleges the pastor has killed him and secretly
had him buried . The pastor attempts to refute this
acccusation as best he can, although he does admit to having
given the good-for-nothing farmhand a blow on the head, and
yet, he had harmed him no further, let alone killed him .
Meanwhile, the manager takes legal action against the parson,
obtains false testimony against him and accordingly verifies
these statements when a corpse is pulled from the manure
pile, unrecognizeable by face but wearing the well-known
clothing of the farmhand, who is assumed to have been
murdered. In brief, the result is that the poor parson is
condemned to death, the sentence is confirmed upon appeal ,
the parson is executed and his body buried in the cemetery in
Aals¢ .
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His innocence
is discovered
However, divine providence dare not fail to bring truth
and innocence into the light of day : a son of the beheaded
parson goes to Sweden and finds in a city there the farmhand,
who had fled and whom his father is supposed to have slain .
He stays close to him and demands assistance from the local
authorities, asks that the man be arrested, for the sake of
security has himself arrested too, and the two brought to
Denmark, where the horrible intrigue is fully discovered and
the godless manager, together with some false witnesses, is
executed .
In thi s manner Erik Pontoppidan 1 reports the plot against
S¢ren Qvist, his trial and his execution, and it is upon thi s
report for the year 1631 (Qvist was actually executed in 1626)
that four later works are based : two Danish novellas, Luise
Hegermann Lindencrone's Nemesis, eller Sandheden kommer
for Dagen, and Steen Steensen Blicher's Pr.esten i Vejlby, and
two American novels, Samuel Clemens' Tom Sawyer Detective
and Janet Lewis' The Trial of Soren Qvist. Of varying
importance for the four works are the following points from
Pontoppidan's account :
1. The manager of an estate near Vejlby in Eastern Jutland falls into violent dispute with Pastor Soren Qvist.
2. The manager induces his brother, who works for Qvist
and has angered the latter and caused him to give him a
box on the ear, to travel out of Denmark, leaving behind
his work clothes.
3. The manager dresses a half-decomposed corpse in his
brother's clothing and buries it on the pastor's farm.
4. The manager then accuses Qvist of having killed his brother, obtains false testimony against him and appears
justified in his accusation when the corpse is discovered and assumed to be that of the brother.
5. The parson is convicted , sentenced to death , the
senten ce is confirmed upon appeal, and he is beheaded and buried in the cemetery in Aals¢.
6. The brother ultimately returns or is returned to Denmark,
where the plot is uncovered and the plotters against
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Qvist are executed.
Another version of the original event, which appeared in
Pontoppidan's Danske Atlas (1768) runs as follows:
Vejlby Sogn . Altertavlen, som er gjort 1588, har
Sognepr<Esten S¢ren Qvest ladet opmale. Denne Mand
blev 10 Aar dereafter ved falske Vidner beskyldt for at
have ihjelslaaet sin Avlskarl, hvorfor han paa
S¢nderherreds Ting blev d¢mt fra Livet og 1617 uskyldig halshuggen og begraven ved Vaabenhuset paa Aals¢e
Kirkegaard. Efter mange aar blev det opdaget, at Pr<Estens Kone, som da var d¢d, havde gjort det med en Knip
N¢gler, da Vidnerne selv bekendte, at de havde svoret
falskelig og blev begge henrettede. 2
Magister Andreas K¢nig, who was district pastor in Aals¢e
and Hoed from 1771 to 1776, offers in his Historiske
Efterretninger om Pr~ster og Pr~stekald i Aarhus m.fl. Stifter
a differing version. Once again, Qvist's wife kills the
farmhand, and Qvist is accused, tried and executed . Here,
however, the king's representative discovers three drops of
blood beneath his hat on a table. He sends a messnger with
orders to stop the execution, but he arrives too late. 3
One final historical relic of the period : this time again
from Pontoppidan's Atlas, under Hoed Sogn (south of
Vejlby) :
Paa Kirke-Gulvet ligger en Ligsten over Herredsfoged Niels S¢rensen, som d¢de 1655. Denne har givet
til Kirken Chr. IVs Bibel og Botfacci Moralia til en
Erindring, at han havde d¢mt en uskyldig Pr.Est i
Vejlby fra Livet, dog paa falske Vidner. 4
Luise Hegermann Lindencrone cites as sources for her
work Pontoppidan's report, and she probably means the
lengthier account in his Annales; the church registry at
Vejlby, and she may well have meant the work of K¢nig; and
lastly the legends, which, especially among the clergy, had
been sustained up to her time.
Her novella, employing the German, can be characterized
as "eine doppelte Rahmenerzahlung." Ebba Qvist begins to
relate the story of her youth. An orphan, she had been sent to
an uncle in Sweden . There, one wintry night, a young man
named Fredrik knocks at the door and asks for lodgings. He
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stays on and one day discovers a man he has been seeking for
many years, one Rasmus, a farmhand who had once worked
for his father in Jutland . Fredrik then enters into the second
flashback, relates the story of S¢ren Qvist essentially as we
have it from Pontoppidan's Annales, and returns with the
farmhand in tow to Jutland . There Rasmus' brother confesses
the sordid details of his plot against S¢ren Qvist, and he and
two false witnesses are executed . Fredrik Qvist, after several
years of travel abroad, returns to Sweden and sues for Ebba's
hand, they are married and move to Sjcelland .
Nemesis was published in Gefion, Nytaarsgave for 1827
and with it appeared poems by Blicher, so it is virtually
certain he knew of Lindencrone's novella. His work, Pr.esten i
Vejlby, which was published two years later in the May 1829
issue of Nordlyset, appears to have borrowed certain motifs
from Lindencrone's work, e.g. Qvist's nearly uncontrollable
temper, and, on the other hand, his total submission to his
fate prior to his execution. Blicher, too, was no doubt familiar
with Pontoppidan's Annales, and during his travels on foot in
Jutland, it is quite possible he came across the story as part of
oral tradition in the eastern part of the peninsula. Poulsen
believes Blicher was familiar with the actual legal documents
in the case, an argument he at least partially substantiates
through comparison of the names of persons in each instance . 5
Blicher renders his tale in diary and memorandum form,
and thereby points to an earlier culture, not of the 17th
century, but the 18th, where Goethe, Richardson, and
Rousseau immediately come to mind . Blicher's language, on
the other hand, imitates deliberately that of the baroque
period .
Records of two people, of Erik S¢rensen, the magistrate of
Vejlby district (the use of the surname indicates Blicher must
have been familiar with Pontoppidan's Atlas or have seen the
stone over Niels S¢rensen in Hoed church) and of the parson
at Aals¢, constitute the work . Here Qvist has two children,
a son, believed to be in Copenhagen, but actually in Lund,
and a daughter, courted by and ultimately betrothed to Erik
S¢rensen . The latter becomes the judge over his prospective
father-in-law, and because he of necessity must lose Qvist's
daughter in the process, he becomes a figure equal to Qvist
in tragic implication .
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At his trial before S¢rensen, when two final witnesses link
him to the murder, Qvist nearly faints . He has suddenly
recalled his proneness to somnambulism, and he can explain
to himself how he retrieved the body of the slain man from
the woods nearby and buried it in his own garden . The motif
of somnambulism , as Svend Norrild indicates, may have been
available to Blicher from oral tradition , according to which
Qvist was supposed to have walked customarily on Saturday
evening to the cemetery, remaining there late while preparing
himself for his Sunday sermon . 6
Sleepwalking - a typical romantic trick, one might think,
in the spirit and age of E.T.A . Hoffmann, but as Norrild
indicates, it is anything but romantic piquancy in this tale . 7
S¢ren Vasegaard points out that Blicher considered sleep a
kind of mystical phenomenon and quotes from one of his
works of 1825 : " Who would still doubt the power of prophecy
in magnetic sleep? " 8 Despite the preposterous assertion that
Qvist, in his sleep, is supposed to have carried the farmhand's
body from the woods to the churchyard and buried it there,
his somnambulism bears crucial metaphysical significance. Up
to this point he has vigorously protested his innocence. Now
he can acknowledge his guilt and thereby, in his mind, restore
his faith in an ordered universe. Sigrid Undset correctly reads
that to Qvist " it would have spelled despair if he had been
able to see through the full hideousness of the plot that was
his undoing."9
Magistrate Erik S¢rensen, too, believes implicitly in a
unified world, i.e. he equates human law with divine law, as
shown in this p~ssage when his betrothed has asked him what
judgment he would render. He replies :
Dersom jeg ikke troede . . . at enhver anden ville
v<Ere haardere end jeg, da skulde jeg vige mit ScEde, ja
med GlcEde nedl<Egge mit Embede. Men det t¢r jeg nu
ikke d¢Ige, siden I sp¢rger mig ad, den mildeste Dom,
som baade Cud og Kongen har afsagt, er dog Liv
for Liv. 10
Prior to this S¢rensen , after discovery of the body in the
parson ' s garden, had become convinced of Qvist's
guilt.
When, twenty-one years later, the plot has been
discovered with the return of the allegedly slain farmhand,
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S¢rensen realizes he has been deceived and sees the frailty of
human law. He is so strongly affected he suffers a stroke and
dies. The pastor of Aals¢, who had rendered Qvist final
communion, offered him the following consolation at the
moment of execution : "Veer tr¢stig, kcere Broder! I Dag skal
du vcere med Frelseren i Paradis! " 11 He distinguishes
between human and divine law, and the discovery of the true
circumstances only confirms for him the distinction between
the two . At novella's end he cries out : " Kun Gud h¢rer
Hcevnen til; kun den , som giver Livet, t¢r alene give D¢den
. . . ", a plea for abandonment of capital punishment, to
which Blicher is said to have subscribed . 13
With these considerations in mind the reader can
contemplate the shattering implications and conclusions of
Blicher's tale. We mentioned earlier the deliberate attempt by
Blicher to imitate the language of 17th century Denmark .
More impressive is his depiction of baroque man, chained
between heaven and earth and crying out in the night to a
God of Salvation . Along with Brudstykker Af En Landsbydegns Dagbog, Pra?sten i Vejlby clearly deserves recogn ition as Blicher's finest contribution to the genre of the
novella.
In the foreword to her The Trial of Soren Qvist Janet Lewis
writes :
The story of the parson of Vejlby is famous in
Denmark. Steen Steensen Blicher (1782-1848), himself a
Jutlander and a Parson, tells it in his Knitting Room
Stories .
I first came across it myself in a volume by Phillips
called Famous Cases of Circumstantial Evidence. The only
date I have been able to find for Phillips is the year 1814,
when "Chief Baron Gilbert was superseded as an authority
on the English laws of evidence by the books of Phillips ."
He may have found his account in the story of Blicher,
although I think, from certain differences of detail, that
he had another source, possibly the same one Blicher had .
At all events, I am sure that the story of S¢ren Jensen
Qvist is, in its main facts and in many of its details, and
even in some of the speeches of important characters,
history rather than fiction . It would be impossible as well
as foolish to attempt an archeologically correct version of
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the legend . However, I believe that there is nothing in my
account of the Parson of Vejlby which might not have
happened as I tell it. He is one of a great company of
men and women who have preferred to lose their lives
rather than accept a universe without plan or without
meaning . .. 14
In her work Lewis reverses the form of Blicher's novella,
beginning with the return of the farmhand to Denmark from
participation in the Thirty Years War in Germany, whither
Blicher, too, had sent him. The plot against Qvist is unraveled
in the first few chapters, and then the story runs back to the
year 1625 and relates essentially the details of Blicher's work,
with a single major exception : here the magistrate, called
Tryg Thorwaldsen , does not perish in despair when the truth
is revealed . Rather he sets out determined to find Qvist's
daughter, who had slipped away to Sweden 21 years earlier.
Arne Hall Jensen claims that Lewis has worked very
thoroughly, investigating local history and attempting to
reproduce a faithful Danish atmosphere in her description, 15
a -statement I find difficult to agree with . Lewis' local color,
intended to " flesh out" the works of Blicher and Phillips, is so
neutral as to allow an assumed setting in nearly any western
European country. Criticism can moreover be leveled against
her sentimental approach to the subject matter. It tends to
lessen the impact of Qvist's tragedy, just as the form of
Lindencrone's work had diminshed his misfortune.
Jensen reports that inquiry with Lewis elicited her claim
that she did not succeed in finding Blicher's story until after
she had completed the first draft of her own version . 16 If the
encounter had occured earlier, she writes, she most probably
would not have had the courage to write a new report. After
examination of her text, Blicher's and that of S.M . Phillips, 17
one may conclude that Lewis has borrowed personal names
and ideas from Blicher: in particular the love relationship
between the magistrate and Qvist's daughter, a motif
traceable from beginning to end in each work and one not
present in Phillip's work . Blicher's work must therefore have
been available to Lewis before the novel's first draft, probably
in the translated version of Hanna Astrup Larsen. 18
Lewis indicates the correct title of Phillips' work, but the
wrong date. Phillips' volume of 1814 was entitled Treatise
on the Law of Evidence, a work quite different from that of
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1874 and 1879.
If we compare Lewis' novel and Phillips' rendition (the
latter is based wholly on Blicher's work, which may have been
available to Phillips in the form of a pirated translation by the
German Lauritz Kruse of 1830 f ., 19) we find that she has
followed Phillips closely, even to the extent of plagiarizing at
least one section , approximately 17 lines in length in each
work . 20
Lewis obviously had good reason to write her deliberately
vague foreword. Her work is a good example of how not to
write a novel, and her preface, it must be concluded , was an
intentional obfuscation of the true facts of the matter.
Jensen reports that in 1909 Waldemar Thoresen , writing in
Maanedsmagasinet, had discovered the strong similarity
between the central plot in Twain's Tom Sawyer Detective
and the story of S¢ren Qvist as we know it. 21 He went on to
list a series of details common to both . Correspondence with
Clemens brought forth his denial of any influence by Blicher
on his story . 22 It is a long way from Jutland to Arkansas, and
yet the details common to both works as listed by Thoresen
- and his list is minimal - leave no doubt that Clemens had
" borrowed" from the Danish author, despite the claim by his
secretary that he knew no Danish and only "some" German.

23
The original publication of Twain's story, in Harper's
Magazine in 1896, and that in the 1904 Hillcrest Edition of his
collected works, both bore the notation " I take them (the
incidents, O .S.) from an old-time Swedish criminal trial,
change the actors, and transfer the scenes to America. I have
added some details, but only a couple of them are important
ones." 24
The question then arises, was his knowledge of " some"
German sufficient to allow him to have digested the
previously mentioned German editions of Blicher's story? One
suspects this is the case and assigns secondary importance to
the possible influence of S.M . Phillips' work of 1874 and 1879.

25
We have now come to the end of our consideration of the
various works, spread over a period exceeding 200 years,
dealing with Soren Qvist, pastor of Vejlby . The following
chart, showing real and possible influences among the various
authors, summarizes the history of the theme's development:
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Pr.esten i Vejlby
A History of Influences

Trial Documents (1625-1634)
S. Blicher (1829)
(H.A. Larsen)
J. Lewis (1947)
legend
E. Pontoppidan (1741, 1768)
L. Hegermann Lindencrone (1827)
S.M . Phillips (1874)
S. Clemens (1896)
German Trans .
L. Kruse (1830)
H. Zeise (1846)
M . und P. (1849)
French Trans.
(1889)
Solid line - influence clear
dotted line - influence unclear
The central theme, the blood sacrifice of an innocent
victim, must have appealed to our various authors and
translators as one of universal interest since the beginning of
literature. 26 Consistency of resolution in the various versions
would naturally lead the reader to conclude that S¢ren Qvist
did in fact die as an innocent victim of circumstantial
evidence. One must read on, however, in the investigation of
Henrik Poulsen, who sought out the pertinent court records in
archives in Viborg and Copenhagen and examined closely the
testimony of critical witnesses with an eye alert for
discrepancies and hidden allusions . He comes to the startling
conclusion, that in fact Soren Qvist did kill his farmhand, but
in righteous anger. He concludes that Qvist, his brother
Rasmus and a man who later became a hostile witness
discovered the farmhand in bed with Qvist's wife. Qvist,
perhaps with the aid of the others, slew the man . In 17th
century Denmark such a homicide was considered justifiable,
if the slayer carried the bloodied bed clothes immediately to
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the local court and was supported in his claim by the
testimony of two men . This the historical Qvist failed to do,
possibly out of passivity or a belief that he could bluff his
way through with steadfast denial. The involvement of Qvist's
wife as the cause of the homicide may thus have given rise to
the reports, quoted at the beginning of this paper from
Pontoppidan's Atlas and Konig's Efterretninger, that in fact
she was the slayer. 27
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THE REMIGRANTS
by Edward F. and Gerda Sundberg

" Why did you emigrate to the United States?" Gerda
asked.
Mr. R. let a smile play with his lips. " It was an accident,"
he said.
" Tell us about it," she encouraged.
He told the story of his emigration . Gerda and I listened .
Our recording machine captured his words on a cassette tape.
" Now tell us about moving back to Denmark ."
Gerda and I were interviewing in Denmark as a part of the
research project, RIBBONS OF MEMORIES, an AmericanScandinavian Ethnic Heritage Oral History Program.
When we created the project over ten years ago, we were
only interested in our parents' experiences, but the stories and
tales they remembered were so exciting and so interesting
we decided to interview other Scandinavian immigrants or
their descendants so that their life stories and family stories
would be preserved . At the present time, we have over 350
hours of conversations with people who have permitted us to
tape the stories of their emigration and assimilation into the
American ways of life .
In 1977, copies of all the tapes and indices we had then
were donated to the Scandinavian Archives at the University
of Washington . The University is and will continue to receive
copies of all the interviews and indices. Copies of all the
Danish tapes and their indices were and are sent, without
charge, to the Danes World Wide Archives in Aalborg,
Denmark, just as copies of the Swedish materials were and
are still mailed to the Emigrant's Institute in Vaxjo, Sweden .
Other institutions, universities, and historical societies
have requested copies of specific tapes. We have sent them
the information requested, but we have had to charge the
cost of replacement tape and postage. These include Luther
College, Docorah, Iowa; Dana College, Blair, Nebraska; the
University of Nebraska, Lincoln ; Pacific Lutheran University,
Tacoma, Washington; and others . Northern Colorado
University receives, for example, any taped interview on
which the Scandinavian interviewee speaks about the
Russo-German immigrants or neighbors.
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While interviewing the immigrants, Gerda and I often
heard about members of the families returning to the land of
their birth . We, of course, asked why Onkel J¢rgen or Tante
Kristine " went back home. " There was always a story. Some
just didn't feel at home in the new land . Some went home for
a visit and stayed . Others returned becuase they did not find
their Dream in America . In one interview we heard that "My
father and all of his brothers and sisters came to America.
When his parents, my grandparents in Sweden, got too old to
work the farm, they asked for somebody to come back. The
family in American had a meeting. Since Uncle Peter was the
only one not married, he was asked to return . He did . He
took over the farm, cared for his mother and father, married,
and stayed there even after the old folks died ."
We called the ones who went back "returnees" until Gerda
found a better word in the dictionary. In fact, she was
hunting for another word when the book opened to a page
accidentally. She gasped, "Did you know there is a word for
the " returnees? " .
I admitted that I didn't .
" Here," she said, pointing at a word .
I read : " Remigrant - a migrant who returns ."
That little incident made us think about all the people
who had mentioned somebody going back .
" Interviews with them would make a very valuable
contribution to the study," Gerda suggested .
We talked about it at length. We both agreed that we had
to expand the study to include some remigrants . During the
summer of 1978, we travelled to three of the Nordic countries
to meet, talk with, and record the memories of the remigrant,
adding more than 10,000 miles to the 50-60,000 we had
already logged in the United States .
When the decision was made to interview remigrants, we
not only went to our file of remigrant names we had kept, but
we also wrote to family, friends and acquaintances both in
the Nordic lands and in the United States. We asked that they
let us know about remigrants in Scandinavia. The responses
were overwhelming. Before we climbed aboard the plane for
the trip, we had the names and addresses of over three dozen
people who would let us talk with them and tape their
remembrances . We only had six weeks for the trip. Thirty-six
interviews scattered throughout three of the countries in six
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weeks? Impossible! And eight conferences with internationally
known experts in migration . It proved to be so. And everytime
we interviewed, we obtained two or three more names. We
could have been there a year!
Today, the project includes twenty-nine remigrants .
The youngest is in his teens; the oldest is in her nineties.
Each one of them had stories to tell about moving to the
United States and returning to Denmark, Finland or Sweden.
Except for the children, each of the adults came to the new
land to find the Dream of America . Each found a part of that
dream . But the "push-pull" factors which caused them to
migrate to the United States were not as strong as the
" push-pull" factors which caused them to remigrate .
Moreover, the "trigger" events which forced the final decision
to "go back home" are as different as the people we
interviewed.
Our first conference with one of the experts in migration
came in Helsinki, Finland . When we learned, however, that
Dr. William Copeland was also a remigrant, we requested and
were granted an interview. He told about his coming to the
United States when he was fourteen years old . The only
English he knew was the greeting, "How do you do?" He
didn't know how many " do's" to use, so he often said, " How
do you do-do-do-do?"
The people who had promised to meet him at the airport
did not show up for some unknown reason . While hunting for
a cab to take him to a hotel, some of his luggage was stolen
- and his dream of America slightly tarnished. He did assure
us that most of the people he met in the new land - the
cabbie, the policeman, the hotel workers, the train
conductors, and the people on the street - were kind and
helpful.
He finally found his way to an Uncle and Aunt in Florida.
There he found a little bit of Finland and the Finnish
language in the community where his family lived, but he was
still sent off to school the day after his arrival "to learn
English ." His two more important souvenirs of his stay in
America are his name and his wife. He wanted an American
name, so he closed his eyes, opened a telephone book, and
put his finger down on the page. He adopted the name his
finger pointed out. He uses it, both in the United States and
Finland. He also met a Finnish exchange student who became
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his wife. He returned to Finland when his wife asked to live
there. She was his " trigger" to go back . Since he spends time
in both countries, we asked him where he felt most at home.
He said that he was at home in Finland when he was in
Finland as well as at home when he was in the United States .
Since Cerda and I had never been in Finland before, we
mixed the pleasure of business with the pleasure of being
tourists . We walked the streets of Helsinki , found lovely
non-tourist restaurants for our meals, met artists and writers
and everyday working people, and enjoyed short rides and
hikes in the country. And we had the " sisu " (courage) to ride
the buses of Helsi nki .
In Turku, we made our headquarters at the University of
Turku . We spent a full day with Dr. Kjero Vertanen,
Department of History at the University . He gave us a
thorough education on the work that the University is doing
in migration studies . We were greatly impressed.
Sweden gave us more conferences and more interviews. In
Stockholm, we interviewed a man who came to the United
States as a sailor. He joined the Norwegian and Swedish
Seamen's Clubs in New York City, and when they recognized
his leadership abilities, they asked him to help them organize.
He did even though he continued to work the ships between
New York and Europe and South America . Later, he was asked
to move to the West Coast to organize the Scandinavian
Seamen there. He did . During the late 1950's, he was
deported from the United States for those activities. His
American-born wife went to Sweden with him .
We still remember his sharp intellect, his dedication to life
and to people, his very vivid personality and strong body. He
also told us about his war experiences in Spain, his life on the
ships, and his accomplishments after his return to Sweden .
None of it was boasting. He said , " This is what I did ." He had
evidence to prove it.
One couple we interviewed in Sweden left their farm in
Kansas at retirement age for a trip to Sweden . The man was
" going home again" to show his American-born wife where he
was born and raised . They found a delightful little farm in
Dalarne, bought it, and stayed . They may still return to
Kansas someday.
Another couple came to the United States to improve
their economic base as well as for the adventure of going to
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another country and beginning life over again . The new land
proved too impersonal, too busy, too fast. They went back
and found a good life in Sweden .
Before we left for Sweden, Mrs . Amelia Fry of the Bancroft
Library at the University of California - Berkeley, California
campus asked us to investigate the history, the social
development, and especially the social consciousness of the
people in Halsingland, Sweden, as a part of the eight-year
study of Chief Justice Earl Warren . We enjoyed a very rainy
day with Dr. Gunnar Hedborg, Lansmuseum, Gavle, Sweden.
For an hour he talked about the people in Halsingland, the
birthplace of Justice Earl Warren's mother. A duplicate of the
tape was sent to Mrs . Earl Warren after we returned . She
kindly relayed her appreciation for the tape to us .
We also spent three days in Vaxjo, Sweden, the home of
th e Emigrant's Institute. Dr. Ulf Beijbom spent half of one day
taking Gerda and me through the Archives . We learned about
the breadth and the depth of the program there. We
inspected the exhibits and the material available for the
researchers who come there for emigration studies. We
learned of the detailed work that Dr. Beijbom himself had
done. We saw the extreme care the people at the Institute
took to preserve everything sent to them by Swede and
Swedish emigrant alike for future generations . Gerda and I
have had many personal tours of many historical archives.
The Emigrant's Institute is the model for all others to copy.
We left Sweden for Denmark and days of pleasant work
and conferences. We interviewed on Jutland , on Fyn , and on
Sjaelland .
Economic reasons caused Mr. and Mrs . AC to come to the
United States from Denmark. His father had a store and he
worked in that store; but the family was barely able to make
ends meet. When AC married , he told his wife that he could
pick up gold on the streets of America . She said that if he
went she would go with him. The quota was filled . They
would have to wait a year, perhaps two years . They decided
that they would go to Canada - a place which both admitted
they " didn't know where it was."
When they arrived in the Pacific Northwest, they learned
that the job they had paid a man to arrange " did not exist,
that the doctor they were supposed to have worked for had
never been born ." They were disappointed but not
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discouraged. Mr. AC found a job in a lumber camp and he
went there to work in the woods felling trees. Mrs. AC took a
job in a shoe factory in a town some distance away . They
didn't like being separated, so Mrs . AC wrangled a job for her
husband at the factory, too .
How Mr. AC managed to get into town is a story in itself.
" I told Mr. Nelson I wanted to leave. He said that I would
have to leave soon if I were going to leave before the ice
broke up on the river. I said I would leave the next evening.
Mr. Nelson and his wife went down to the river with me. He
gave me a big pack of newspapers he carried under his arm
and a box of household matches. He told me to cross the
river on the ice. Then he instructed me to notice one star
straight ahead and said that I should follow it for three or
four hours. When I came to a train track, I should wait there.
A train would come by there about one or two o'clock at
night. 'Listen for that train to come,' he said , 'Then take that
newspaper and build a fire on the tracks , but be sure not to
light the fire until the train is close to you . If the fire burns
out too fast, the train will go by . But if you do it right, the
train will stop for you and pick you up .' I followed his
directions very carefully. I built the fire, The train stopped.
And the engineer, sticking his head out of the engine, called,
'Come on, boy, come on! '"
Mr. AC told us that he learned to read and speak English
from the funny papers and from talking to people all the
time . Later, he found another job, one as a chauffeur. " How
did you get the new job?" I asked .
" The lady needed somebody to drive for her. She was
from one of the oldest families in the town. I talked to her
and told her that I had been a Life Guard for the King of
Denmark. That impressed her."
" How did you finally get to the United States?" Gerda
asked .
" We really wanted to go to the United States in the first
place. We could not get in for a year or so because of the
quota . After we had been in Canada for two years, I went- to
the Ambassador from the United States and explained to him
that we would like to get to the United States . A week later
he came up to me and told me that he had a visa for me, but
that he could not get one for my wife. I left. I went down
through Detroit to Chi cago . I went out one night, and when I
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returned to the hotel the manager asked me to pay my bill . I
reached into my pocket and my money was gone somebody had sneaked it away . I was thrown out of the
hotel. I called a friend and stayed with him ."
A few months later, Mr. AC and his wife were in Omaha.
" Mrs . AC met a woman and asked her if she could get me a
job . a few days later, we got a letter from the lady . She had a
job for me - at the Yellow Cab Company . I didn't know if I
could do that because I could hardly speak English and I had
never been in Omaha. We talked with her and her husband,
and he talked me into taking the job . I went down to the cab
company and picked up a hack . One of my first customers
was a drunk . He couldn 't remember where he lived. I drove
around until he recognized the neighborhood, and then I
went up and down streets until he found his house. That's
how I started driving a cab. "
Mr. AC's adventures were not over. "One day I stopped
near the curb at Sixteenth and Cummings and got out of my
cab . A man stepped up and hit me. I hit him back. Before I
knew what was happening, he pulled out a police badge and
arrested me. I got five days in jail. Mrs . AC saved me. She
marched up to the City Hall and demanded to see the Mayor.
She told him what had happened . Fortunately, the Mayor
knew that justice had to be served . I was freed and I went
back to hacking. "
Mr. and Mrs . AC told about their life in America and
about their return to Denmark . We have about ninety minutes
of remembrances from them.
Mr . HB left Denmark because of his need for adventure.
He also had a strong desire to see and learn more, but it was
his adventuring spirit which was most important. He returned
to Denmark, became a remigrant, because of family responsibilities . He had the old spirit of family loyalty. After his
father passed away, he had to return to manage the family
business.
Mr . BC came from a family which had supplied many
emigrants to America. His father had fifteen brothers and
sisters . Thirteen of them "ran away from home to America. "
The letters that they wrote recounted their adventures in their
adopted country . Mr . BC and three of his close friends read
those letters and decided that America was just the place for
them to go. They applied for emigration papers at the same
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time . Flemming, one of the friends , received his papers, and
he " took off for the new country ." Mr. BC waited and waited .
His papers did not come . One day he decided to motorcycle
to Copenhagen to find out why his had not been sent. When
he started his motorcycle, his mother asked, " Where are you
going?" Mr. BC replied that he was headed for America . " I am
going papers or not." " Well," his mother said, "if you are so
determined to go, your papers are in the parlor under the
rug. " He got his papers and went to America .
Some years later he and his wife returned to Denmark to
visit the family . His mother-in-law was very sick , so they
decided to stay and help all that they could . Mr. BC said that
it was " tough to get back ." Both Mr. and Mrs . BC admitted
that the first year " home" was " the worst year in their lives."
When his wife's mother passed away three years later, they
had decided to stay in Denmark.
HH had no idea that she would ever leave Denmark . She
wrote a letter for an older friend to the woman 's son in the
United States. The young man had to return to make the
necessary arrangements for his mother at an " old people's
home ." HH and the young man had been childhood friends.
Before he left for America, they became engaged and
arranged to be married when she could get to Chicago . When
Dr. Max Henius needed a secretary, she got the job . She
became deeply involved with the Rebild Society and the
construction of the log cabin at Rebild Bakke. After the death
of her husband , she returned to Denmark.
Mr. and Mrs . PC dreamed of California and moved there.
They settled in Los Angeles where Mr . PC found a job . They
told of their learning the new language, and all of us shared a
good laugh when they remembered their first shopping trip to
a Super-market. " After supper a neighbor came over to see
how we had managed . 'Oh , you have gotten a cat,' the
neighbor said . We told her that we had not. 'Well ,' the
woman said , pointing at an empty can in the sink, 'why did
you buy cat food?' We knew then why it tasted funny ."
They also had difficulty trying to buy a household
appliance with cash . The salesman couldn 't understand
anybody paying with money instead of a credit card. They
returned to Denmark a few years later. Instrumental in their
decision were the strikes they became involved in and the
variou s affirmative action programs which were passed into
law.
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Old fashioned homesickness triggered the return of
and Mrs. EF and their children. They missed their family
friends . They also found Los Ange/es a huge, impersonal
in which they wasted many hours of their lives driving

Mr.
and
city
the

freeways miles and miles to work and between jobs.
Mr. OH was a teacher. He first came to the United States
on a teacher exchange program. As soon as he could after his
year in the States, he returned. He found getting a teaching
job was impossible. He ended up working in a furniture store
as manager. His disappointment in not getting a teaching
position and the rising crime rate where he lived worked
together to send him and his wife back to Denmark .
"Everything went down," SJ recalled. "The prices of horses,
crops, everything went down
and it caused us to think
about moving. A friend talked to my husband about Canada
and told him that anybody with such a good education could
do better there. We went to Canada before we got our last
papers. We came to Canada. We came to a Jewish family
which had six large department stores on Main Street in
Montreal. We worked for them. Later, we moved to the
United States and found jobs with a family . We didn't make
very much money so we decided to find another job. We
wanted to make more money. They were very, very nice
people, they were.
" And we worked for the Rockefellers in Williamsburg.
They, too, were a very, very nice family and they knew how
to raise their children. Later, during the war, we worked for
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Kaye . We were very lucky that we had
good references. We thought it would be interesting to work
for him because he was just beginning to be popular then .
We got the job, and we were just like family, like with the
Rockerfellers, too.
"One day Mrs. Kaye forgot to tell me what to fix for
dinner, so I just fixed what I wanted to. After that, Mrs. Kaye
told me to do just that! I could make anything I wanted to
for their meals. We went home (to Denmark) in 1946, and we
talked about staying there . Our friends told us that we would
never settle down in Denmark after our glamorous life in the
United States . We went back to America and had our last job
with Secretary of the Treasury Dillon. Mrs. Dillon kept telling
us how good we were, but we decided to return to Denmark.
I told her that we were going home. She gave us a huge
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basket of things." And so they returned to Denmark.
Several of the men and women who remained unmarried
while they were in the States returned to Denmark. They had
no family in America, had put down no roots in their adopted
land . We found them to be quite happy as Senior Citizens in
Denmark; but, like most of the remigrants and many of the
immigrants, they had divided hearts.
With just twenty-nine remigrants on tape, Gerda and I
could not and cannot come to any conclusions. At least, that
many remigrants have spoken to the future about their
experiences. We also talked with people deeply involved in
migration, immigration, and language studies. They include
Mrs . Inger Bladt, Danes World Wide Archives; Dr. Kristian
Hvidt, the dean of emigrant studies; and Dr. Ivar Kjaer of the
Institute of Nordic Philology at the University of Copenhagen;
who spoke to us about the old Danish dialects still used in
America .
We also found time to relax and visit with our families in
Denmark and Sweden . We returned, then, to California elated
and disappointed . We were extremely happy with the work
we had accomplished; we were very sad that there was
neither the time nor the money to stay longer and tape more .
In his last letter to us, Dr. Ulf Beijbom wrote, "Just now
one of my people is on Oland interviewing the Olanders, and
a couple of days ago I discussed the possibility to start an
oral history project in Vastergotland. As you can see your
project is giving us impulses to a Swedish RIBBONS OF
MEMORIES."
We can never forget the experiences we had especially
when we recall some of the last words that two of the
interviewees said to us . RA said, "I had a wonderful life in
America . I miss America." AR said "When I was in America, I
missed all the birthdays and all the anniversaries and all the
holidays with my family and friends. I have come home at
last to go to their funerals ."
Edward F. and Gerda Sundberg are Directors of an oral history project entitled,
"Ribbons of Memories, an American Scandinavian Ethnic Heritage Oral History
Program. They have interviewed and recorded the experiences and thoughts of
Scandinavian immigrants throughout the United States, and they are still doing it as
resources and time permits. Last year, they were awarded medals of honor for their
work by the Emigrant's Institute, Vaxjo, Sweden, and the Danes Worldwide
Archives, Aalborg, Denmark. Edward Sundberg is Professor of English and
Literature at Cabrillo College, and he and Gerda reside at Watsonville, California.
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Principles and Polemics
A Chapter in the History of Grand View College
By Thorvald Hansen
Early in 1894 the Danish Lutheran Church in America was
divided by a schism . At that time the Synod lost a substantial
number of pastors and congregations while some other congregations, and even families, were divided by the split in the
Church . That traumatic event did have one beneficial side
effect, however. The conventions for the Church became
much more peaceable and, for the next few years, the Church
was unified and could work with undivided attention to
perform the tasks at hand .
It was a fruitful and productive period for the Danish
Church. New immigrants continued to arrive in substantial
numbers. Existing congregations grew and new ones were
organized . Colonies took root and grew at Danevang, Texas;
Askov, Minnesota; and Dagmar, Montana. During those years
Danish youth in many communities formed groups that finally
joined together to constitute a national body. This organization , while not an integral part of the Church was, nevertheless, closely allied to it both in terms of membership and
leadership . In 1907 a paper, called Ungdom (Youth) was
begun by this organization. The paper continued under that
name until 1944 and played a significant role in the life of
both the Church and its youth .
One major task of the Church centered on the founding
and expansion of Grand View College, the school of the
Church . After a slow start in 1896, the school did grow both
in terms of the number of students and in the physical plant.
By 1908 almost 1100 students had attended the school for a
shorter or longer period and, through the theological seminary
some eighteen pastors had been added to the Synod. As for
the physical plant, what is today known as "Old Main" was
erected in three stages and stood complete in December of
1904. A gymnasium was built in 1899 but a rising demand for
a larger structure finally culminated in 1910 with the replacement of the original building.
With a change of presidents in 1903 and the completion
of the building the next year differing viewpoints regarding
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the school began to become evident. Late in 1906 one of the
teachers resigned and for the next few years polemics
regarding the principles which should characterize the school
seemed to overshadow all else. The result was the resignation
of one president, the selection of an interim president who
served for two years and then , in 1912, the election of a new
leader.

The Issues
There were a number of issues involved in the dispute,
either directly or indirectly . Many of them were not major
problems and they could almost certainly have been resolved
if each had been viewed alone. Some of them, in fact, had
been carried over from the presidency of R. R. Vestergaard,
the first duly elected head of Grand View, during whose
incumbency they were hardly seen as critical. Inevitably,
however, when one problem is blown out of proportion, other
issues are cited and thus it was that Benedict Nordentoft, the
second president of the College, was criticized for a variety of
reasons .
For example, he was criticized because he did not accept
a position, attributed by some to Crundtvig, regarding the
Apostle's Creed . He was likewise, accused of not putting
sufficient emphasis on the teacher training department and
thereby depriving some communities of teachers with an
ability in the Danish language. So, too, the question of how
and where men should be educated for the ministry and
whether examinations should test knowledge or maturity
became serious issues . The whole problem was further
aggravated by a personality clash between the principals
involved .
The most consistent criticism of the College as it was
conducted by Nordentoft involved the lecture. Because this
criticism figured so prominently in the dispute it is necessary
to digress at this point and say something about the lecture as
it was understood by Crundtvigians in both Denmark and
America at that time.
The word "lecture" in the English language covers two
differing concepts in the Danish language. The one " forelcesning" defines what is most commonly understood by our
word lecture. It involves a verbal expounding of a point or
topic in order that knowledge may be transmitted and the
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topic or point may be more fully understood by the listener.
"Foredrag," on the other hand , represents a more lively and
less academic presentation . In this kind of lecture there is,
ideally, an inspiration born of an interaction between the
speaker and hearer. The knowledge presented in this kind of
lecture is not directed toward a goal of success in an examination but should be " .. . an education and enlightenment
that is the individual's own concern and that carries its own
reward ."1 It requires no advance preparation on the part of
the listeners, but it may inspire reading and research . There is
a similarity between this kind of lecture and the Chautauqua
lecture of a couple of generations ago. The lecture, in this
form , is still quite common and widespread . The National
Endowment for the Humanities, for example, often provides
funding for lectures of this nature.
As if to attest to the importance of the lecture, every folk
school had its " foredragssal" (lecture hall) and, indeed, what
is now referred to as the auditorium at Grand View is still
best known to hundreds of former students as " the lecture
hall." The lecture dealt with a variety of subjects though it
was generally related to topics in which the speaker had a
special interest or in which he had done considerable reading
and study. One topic might be the subject of several lectures
or a single lecture might stand alone. When a visitor with
some ability in this area came to Grand View he might deliver
one or more lectures to the assembled students.
The high place accorded the lecture had its roots in the
educational philosophy of Bishop N .F.S. Grundtvig and the
emphasis which he placed on the living or spoken word . This
word , it was held , was a more effective medium for the transmission of inspiration , enthusiasm and knowledge than was
the written word . Grundtvig did not, however, cast aside the
idea that books should be used in the task of teaching. The
teaching method advocated by Grundtvig differed from the
traditional in this matter in that it did not have the same
starting point, namely, the written word .
His followers took up this thought and placed more
emphasis upon it than Grundtvig ever had and passed it to
the point where Vestergaard once spoke of them being
" .. . ruled bv a Grundtvigian superstition regarding the importance of lectures."2 Kristian 0stergaard, a Grundtvigian and a
notable folk school leader recognized this also and saw some
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specific shortcomings of the lecture. He once wrote, speaking
of the emphasis placed on the lecture, " Not only does this
lead to putting things into lectures that might be best treated
in other ways but it requires teachers to deliver lectures
whether they are able to or not." 3
The lecture propelled into a position of prime importance
the personaltiy of the speaker. The words of an appealing
speaker were accepted, often uncritically, as being the
definitive statement on a subject.
So diverse were the issues, then, ranging from lectures to
the Apostle's Creed, that the central theme in the struggle was
at best vague. One can sympathize with Nordentoft, who as
late as 1909 wrote in his annual report, "I have never really
been able to determine just what it is that the opposition
wants."4
At the heart of the controversy seems to have been the
question as to whether or not the school sufficiently reflected
the Grundtvigian stance of the Church . Only this can account
for the fact that the theology of Grundtvig as well as his
educational views was injected into the debate time and
again . The underlying issue seems to have been that the
leadership at Grand View should be more, if not thoroughly,
Grundtvigian . The test of this was seen in the methods
employed at the school. Grand View, said the critics, should
bear the indelible marks of a folk school with freedom from
examinations, a strong emphasis on Danish life and culture,
and a stress of lectures. These things, and not academics,
should be the hallmarks of a Grundtvigian school.
The Protagonists

Benedict Thomsen Nordentoft came to Grand View as a
teacher in 1899 and became president of the College in 1903
at the age of thirty. He was a graduate of the University of
Copenhagen and had served as a private tutor and then as a
teacher at an academy in Denmark before coming to
America . He made a trip to Denmark during the summer of
1901 and was ordained there in September of that year. He
was unmarried at that time and remained so until 1918.
When R. R. Vestergaard left the presidency of the College
in 1903 he recommended to the Synod Board that Nordentoft
be chosen in his place. However, based on a communication
from the Commission in Denmark, the board and the
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Examining Committee, at the time of the convention , urged
the call of Pastor Thorvald Helveg to head the College.
Helveg had been president of the ill-fated seminary in
Wisconsin and was highly regarded throughout the Church .
The convention did issue a call to Helveg and informed him
by telegram . Two days later, while the convention was still in
session , a telegram declining the position was received . The
next action was that Vestergaard was asked to reconsider but
since he could not promise a reply before the convention
ended , Nordentoft was named as alternate. An overwhelming
majority voted for him .
This action does not seem to have been predicated upon
any lack of confidence in Nordentoft but rather upon a desire
to have what the Synod considered the very best leadership at
the school. Indeed , Nordentoft himself did not interpret the
action as a lack of confidence, for in his first report a year
later he wrote, " This year, more than ever before, I have felt
that the confidence of others, next to Cod's mercy, makes for
a cheerful bearing of the burdens of the day .. . " 5 Though
there were some who sought to exploit the manner of
Nordentoft's election later, he was never regarded by the vast
majority as anything less than the duly elected president of
the College.
Like his predecessor, Nordentoft was not a Crundtvigian
but neither was he anti-Crundtvigian nor did he in any way
try to further contrary theological views. Regarding his
teaching in the theological seminary, he said, in 1907:
Personally, I have always sought to present the various
viewpoints to the students but I have not attempted to
implant in them a definite view of the scripture or of
history. I have let them have the freedom to choose for
themselves and at the same time I have encouraged them
to learn from anyone . . . 6
Nordentoft was an academician . Grand View, to him, was an
academic institution and his teaching there must reflect this.
Therefore, he used such educational methods as were
common to his day, particularly those with which he was
familiar from his university.
Like Nordentoft, hi s chief opponent, Carl Peter Hoiberg
(Hl/Sjberg) was born in Denmark in 1873. He, too, was a
graduate of the University of Copenhagen and ordained in
Denmark. He came to the United States in 1904 to assume a
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teaching position at the College and seminary. In 1907 he
went to Nysted, near Dannebrog, Nebraska to lead the folk
school there. Following two years of service as a pastor in his
native Denmark, Hoiberg returned to Grandview in 1914 and
served there as president from 1915 to 1926. Unlike
Nordentoft, he was married.
Hoiberg is one of the most controversial figures ever to
serve within the Danish Lutheran Church in America. It was
generally agreed that he was very learned and he was widely
respected for his abilities. Beyond that there were differing
views. Some saw him as a brilliant teacher and lecturer who,
by his speaking and the example of his own tireless study,
could inspire his students to read and study in the quest for
ever more knowledge. Others saw him as one who flaunted
his knowledge to impress others and propel himself into the
limelight. In any case, it is safe to say that there are few who
took a neutral position with regard to Hoiberg. Further, it
seems difficult to imagine a man of his calibre in a subordinate role .
Another who might be considered a principal in the
dispute was Rasmus Thorvald Knudsen, director of the
Danebod folk school at Tyler, Minnesota. Knudsen had been
educated at various folk schools in Denmark and had
attended the University of Copenhagen. He had emigrated in
1898 and been ordained that same year to serve the congregation at Nysted and head the folk school there. In 1903 he
moved to fill a similar call at Tyler. Knudsen was widely
regarded as perhaps the leading folk school man in this
country. He was very highly respected by those who were or
had been his students . His ability to lecture, as that method
was understood in the folk school, was unsurpassed . While he
was not as outspoken as was Hoiberg, he was one of the
foremost critics of Nordentoft's administration of Grand View
and was thus in the forefront of the controversy.
Among the lay people, the most prominent partisan was
0 . C. Olsen, an Omaha businessman . Olsen was very active in
the Danish youth group and was the first editor of Ungdom
(Youth) when it was begun in 1907. He was a proponent of
the folk school idea and would have liked to see either
Knudsen or Hoiberg head Grand View. There were even
whisperings at the convention in 1907 that these three,
Hoiberg, Knudsen and Olsen had plotted the removal of
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Nordentoft or at least the change of Grand View to fit their
pattern .
These rumors grew out of a meeting of the three in
Olsen's home in April of that year. After these rumors had
come to Knudsen's attention at the convention he immediately
wrote an explanation of the meeting and sent it to Dannevirke
(Breastwork of the Danes) in an attempt to set such talk to
rest. He said that all three were good friends and that he and
Hoiberg met in Omaha, at Olsen's home, because it was a
convenient meeting place for Hoiberg who was then enroute
to Nysted . While there were no further allegations, nor is
there any evidence that the rumors continued, it is doubtful
that Knudsen's explanation satisfied everyone.
It is rather difficult to assess the position of some who
were prominent in the Church . There were those who felt
more folk school methods at Grand View would be desirable
but who, nevertheless felt that Nordentoft was doing his work
well and that the school was being conducted as the Synod
wanted. There was also a good deal of concern that the
continuing controversy would damage Grand View. While
Nordentoft had few vociferous or enthusiastic supporters
there can be no question but that, to the extent that voting at
the conventions is an indication, the vast majority, at least
tacitly, stood behind Nordentoft.
The controversy began as a mere difference of opinion as
to what might be the best methods to use at the school.
There is much to indicate that Nordentoft and Hoiberg were
good friends and worked well together at first. In his 1906
report Nordentoft spoke warmly of his work with Hoiberg in
the theological seminary and went on to say, "I believe we
have found a mutual joy in our work together." 7 As for
Hoiberg, even after his resignation he could write of
Nordentoft," ... The private man is my good friend, but the
schoolman and theologian is my opponent."8
This relationship cooled rather quickly, however. As early
as April of 1907, Hoiberg wrote to Knudsen, "I am a little
saddened by the fact that you recognized his (Nordentoft's)
great competence! You could easily have spoken kindly
without having said that." 9 By 1910 the relationship had
deteriorated to the point where Nordentoft was referred to as
that " .. . miserable, quasi-university theologian."10
On the basis of the sources available, no such specific
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disparaging remarks can be attributed to Nordentoft but the
evidence at hand does indicate the feeling was mutual. There
are signs of bitterness and even pettiness in Nordentoft's
actions, especially towards the end of the controversy.
The Outbreak of the Controversy

The first indication that all was not well came in May of
1906. At that time a theological student failed to pass the oral
examination and Hoiberg and Nordentoft could not agree on
the purpose of such an examination. However, there is
nothing to indicate serious trouble lay ahead and much less
to point to a break as being imminent. Late in November of
the year a district meeting was held at the College at which
time both Nordentoft and Hoiberg spoke. A pastor reporting
on that meeting in Dannevirke, wrote: "These two men
complement each other in a fine way. (Cod) grant that they
may long be permitted to work together honorably and faithfully at our school."11 Unfortunately, even before those words
appeared in print, Hoiberg had resigned.
On the evening of December 17th, during a long talk with
Nordentoft, Hoiberg presented his resignation . The next
morning he told his seminary class what he had done.
Nordentoft chided Hoiberg for resigning and making such an
issue of it. He said there was nothing new in the complaints
submitted to him and that he too had some of the same
problems . He later wrote:
We others do not resign our positions even though they
may be burdensome and may require sacrifice from us in
one way or another. But, we believe that if we faithfully
work toward the fulfillment of our wish we can, in that
way, best make certain of the school's progress and we
can count on a blessing in our work.12
For his part, Hoiberg wrote a long article concerning the
reasons for his resignation . This was submitted to Dannevirke
at the end of February but the editor, informing Hoiberg of
his intentions, chose not to print it until May 1st. To print it
earlier would, he believed, disrupt life at the school too much
during the school year.
In the article Hoiberg says he was impelled to resign
because, "I felt myself to be in such opposition to the leadership, particularly in the seminary, that I could no longer work
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with the necessary diligence.''13 He then goes on to cite his
major disagreements with the way the school, and again ,
especially the seminary, is conducted. A major complaint is
against the examination . He claimed that it makes no distinct ion between knowledge that has been memorized and
knowledge that has been appropriated . In his view an examination should be a test of maturity and not just of
knowledge. He also calls for fewer tests based on the
textbook, believing that then the student will be more free to
read other books as well as the text. The class hour, he says,
should be a period during which the professor might draw
forth the native curiosity of the student and inspire him to do
more research into the matter. Further, he states, there should
be a reduction in the length of the class period in order to
give both the student and the teacher more time for
preparation . Finally, regarding the seminary, he says that,
ideally, there should be no requirement for the length of time
spent at the seminary. The student should be free to decide
whether or not he is prepared to take the ordination examination .
Regarding the academic department, he rejects what he
refers to as the widespread belief that Grand View is a folk
school. He calls the training given teachers insufficient and
says there is a need to consider just what it is that is desired
in this area. In concluding, he maintains that the professors in
the seminary should be on an equal footing . Noting that
Grand View is still striving toward a university goal, he points
out that university professors are equal and that the present
system at the school does not foster that ideal. He makes it
plain that his complaints are not directed toward Nordentoft
alone but to the Examining Committee, the Synod Board, and
to the Church convention as the final authority.
The Hoiberg resignation set off a flood of articles in
Dannevirke and resulted in an open discussion of the entire
matter at the convention of the Church in 1907. One of the
most interesting articles was written by Thorvald Knudsen,
who favored the folk school approach to education . In his
article he said that it was idle to talk of an academic institution as meeting the needs of the students more accurately
than others. He maintained this was a fallacy because :
The difference between a folk school and an academic
institution lies in this that while an academic institution
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places weight on meeting the needs of which a student is
aware, the folk school places emphasis upon meeting
those needs of which the student is not aware.14
While both schools do attempt to deal with the two kinds of
needs, the point of difference, according to Knudsen, lies in
the emphasis and he leaves no doubt that he considers those
needs of which the student is not awar~, the spiritual needs,
as being of primary importance.
The Course of the Controversy

Kimballton , Iowa, was the scene of the convention of the
Church that year. The fact that the debate had raged for some
time prior to the meeting gave cause for concern to some and
they feared a serious flareup at the meeting. Fortunately,
these fears were not realized and no serious rupture took
place. Following due consideration of the report of the president of the College and the Examining Committee a findings
committee recommended that the convention consider(1)
whether or not Grand View should be continued in its present
form, and (2) what relationship Grand View should have to a
folk school. It was decided to consider these as one question .
There was a general reluctance to begin a discussion but,
finally, it was Knudsen who spoke first. He said he knew he
was speaking for a minority but discussion was needed if the
questions were to be resolved . He felt that, beyond the
primary need to conduct a theological seminary, the school's
purpose should be to satisfy the spiritual needs of those who
would eventually seek higher education elsewhere. The
discussion began on Thursday morning and it was almost
noon on Friday before the meeting passed to other matters .
According to the report in Dannevirke some twenty participants spoke on the issue, some of them more than once.
Perhaps the most revealing words spoken during the debate
came from Hoiberg, who said, " The men who are not moved
by the Grundtvigian view of life cannot conduct a folk
school !" 15
The most significant positive action , taken upon the
recommendation of the findings committee, was to elect a
folk school instructor to the faculty of the College. The man
elected , however, Pastor J. M. Gregersen , ultimately chose not
to accept the position . It was left to Nordentoft and the
Synod President to find a man to teach in the seminary and
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they were given authority to travel to Denmark, if necessary,
to find such a man . This they did during the summer of 1907
and, since Gregersen had declined the call to him by the time
they left, they went in search of two men. They were shortly
able to announce that Pastor Eilif Wagner, a university trained
man with excellent qualifications, would arrive in October
with his wife and two year old son, to become Nordentoft's
assistant in the seminary. They also announced that a layman ,
Erik Appel , son of a well-known folk school leader in
Denmark, would arrive in mid-November following his
marriage. He would teach in the College.
The addition of these two new men to the faculty of the
College slowed the pace of criticism for a time but there was
by no means complete satisfaction . In his report for 1908
Nordentoft indicates that there is continuing criticism of the
seminary, particularly with reference to the method of
instruction . He speaks of the " ... the ideal seminary that is
constantly held before our eyes ... " and goes on :
If we lived in the garden of Eden , we might easily imagine
a flock of seminary students who would soak up learning
as if it were milk and honey . Meanwhile, we are
confronted with the fact that it is necessary to work by
the sweat of one's brow also in the seminary . . . I have
known students whose thoughts have dwelled entirely too
much on the ending of study and at times one got the
impression that the aim was to slip through as easily and
as quickly as possible.16
An important action taken at the annual meeting that year
involved a related but somewhat peripheral matter of eligibility for ordination . A committee had been appointed to
study this problem in 1906 but neither the committee nor the
1907 meeting could reach agreement. The majority of the
committee offered one report and a minority, Hoiberg,
offered another. Essentially, the difference involved the
degree to which the rules for ordination should be eased .
When it became evident that neither report could again be
accepted, Knudsen submitted what was in effect a
compromi se proposal. This eased the requirements by
eliminating the need for each candidate to be approved by a
two-thirds vote at the convention . It also made it somewhat
easier for men trained elsewhere than at Grand View by
stating that they could be ordained upon passing the same
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kind of examination required of others. In this connection it
should be noted that in 1910 a candidate who was educated
at Nysted, under Hoiberg, did pass the examination and was
ordained.
Toward the end of 1908 the controversy began to heat up
again . A group called "Danelag" (Danelaw), which was largely
an association of former students, was formed . One major
purpose of the group was to increase the financial support for
the College. A prominent layman, Jens Jensen, attacked this
group and through it, Nordentoft, because " Danelag" was said
to include non-Christians and he felt that to permit this did
not speak well for a Christian college. He also raised the
question as to whether Nordentoft had ever been truly chosen
as president.
His son, Pastor V . S. Jensen, also writing in Dannevirke in
late 1908, seems to have given expression to the real reason
for complaining about "Danelag" though his reasoning
appears to be somewhat circuitous, to say the least. He made
no secret of the fact that he did not want Nordentoft to
continue at the school. He said some members of the Synod
were practicing a policy of protest by witholding financial
support from the school. Now, with the organization of
"Danelag" such support was being encouraged. Therefore, he
complained that the new group would split the Synod since it
would encourage support that others sought to discourage.
Though the financial support of the College was never great it
must be said that witholding it as a matter of principle and
protest did not find much favor, at least judging by the pages
of Dannevirke. One prominent pastor H. C. Strandskov,
ridiculed the idea and especially Jensen's attempt to make it
analogous to an incident in Danish history.
V .S. Jensen, especially, was opposed to Nordentoft
because he was not a thoroughgoing Grundtvigian . He
launched an attack on the College president because of
something that Nordentoft was alleged to have said about the
creed . The alleged remark made it evident that Nordentoft
did not subscribe to a belief held by some Grundtvigians,
namely, that the Apostle's Creed had been given by Christ
himself during the forty days between easter and Pentecost.
Jensen's charge led to an exchange between him and
Nordentoft at the 1909 convention but nothing further came
of it.
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The matter of Grundtvigianism came more and more to
the fore in the months preceding the 1909 meeting. In late
February of that year, Knudsen wrote of the confession of
faith and Grundtvigian theology as a special contribution of
the Danish Chruch and said these should be emphasized . On
the other hand, there were some Grundtvigians who deplored
the attempt to make the Church exclusively Grundtvigian .
One wrote, emphatically, " It (the Danish Church) has never
been and has never pretended to be a Grundtvigian faction
which shuts others out. ... If it is to be that now it must be
forced on a new track.'17 A woman added her voice to the
polemics, saying that most people in the Synod were not
Grundtvigian and did not know what constituted a Grundtvigian . Then she wrote, " in the old days it was the onesidedness and the lack of freedom of the Inner Mission we were
against but now they have nothing on the Grundtvigians. 1118
Nordentoft made no secret of the fact that he was not a
Grundtvigian . With increasing criticism making more evident
the desire for a Grundtvigian to head the school, therefore,
Nordentoft announced, early in March, that he would ask for
a vote of confidence at the forthcoming convention . He
claimed he was making the announcement of his intention
early enough so that congregations might discuss it and
instruct their delegates accordingly.
This brought a new dimension to the polemics. Hoiberg
charged Nordentoft with raising the question in such a
manner that one must vote for or against Grundtvig. Another
pastor, in an open letter, called upon Nordentoft to withdraw
his request for a vote of confidence because " ... there are
many more Grundtvigians who do not want you cast aside ...
because they are broadminded and will not bow to partisanship."19
Once again, the acrimonious debate set the stage for the
meeting of the Church which was held in June of that year at
Fredsville, near Cedar Falls, Iowa. There, three significant
actions were taken with respect to Grand View. The first was
the passage of a resolution disapproving of the notion that it
is right for an individual to withhold support of the school
because he does not like the leadership. The second action
was that Nordentoft was given a vote of confidence. After
some discussion, the convention by a vote of 79 to 17, with
11 not voting, gave approval to the following resolution :
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Without in any manner desiring to bring forth or detract
from any views of the church, which from its inception
have held a place in the Danish Church in America, the
convention wishes to express its confidence in Pastor
Nordentoft as president of the school in Des Moines.20
The third, and final, action taken with respect to the
school was to establish a committee to formulate a plan for
the operation of the school for the next five years. The
findings committee had suggested this and Knudsen moved it.
Three members were chosen by the convention and they,
along with the Examining Committee and the permanent
faculty members at the school, were to constitute the twelve
man committee. C. P. Heiberg was one of those chosen at the
convention .
Nordentoft's Resignation

Almost a year later, R. R. Vestergaard, writing in the paper
of which he was editor in Denmark, Kors og Stjerne (Cross
and Stars) characterized the vote of confidence as marking
the beginning of the end . Nordentoft had submitted his
resignation on February 27, 1910, barely seven months after
the vote of confidence. Events subsequent to the convention ,
particularly the actions of the twelve man committee and its
chairman had made it apparent to him that there would be
no settlement of the matter until he stepped aside.
During those seven months the committee had held no
meetings but had conducted some discussion by mail. At that
point the chairman could see no value in having a meeting
but he did finally call one for April. Most importantly, the
plan debated and favored by a majority of the committee was
essentially one advanced by Knudsen, at the request of the
chairman . A series of letters from Kristian Q)stergaard, the
committee chairman , to Knudsen, between July 26, 1909 and
February 7, 1910, makes it evident that he, with the support
of at least some members of the committee : (1) persuaded
Knudsen to submit a plan for a revised Grand View, (2) kept
him informed as to the comments of other committee
members, (3) wanted to invite Knudsen to attend a committee
meeting, and (4) sent all the committee correspondence to
Knudsen , who was not a committee member.
The plan which, with some minor changes, was submitted
by a majority of the committee, called for Grand View to be
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divided into three separate and distinct parts. These were to
be (1) a school for youth, (2) a school for teachers, and (3) a
theological seminary. The plan also called for a relaxation of
the requirements for students in the seminary . Further, all
teachers were to have an equal voice in the affairs of the
school and each department was to be in charge of one
chosen to head it. Knudsen , incidentally, said that while he
endorsed this latter, it was not part of his plan .
In November of 1909, 0stergaard had been able to report
to Knudsen that all except one member favored his plan. By
January, after the plan had been submitted to the faculty in
Des Moines, he was not so optimistic concerning its passage.
Nordentoft, he reported , received the plan with "the wrath of
the high and mighty." P.P. Hornsyld, a long-time faculty
member made " biting" comments and other teachers were
lukewarm.
In submitting his resignation , Nordentoft had this to say :
I leave Des Moines, first and foremost, out of consideration for the Synod , and next because I am worn out and
tired struggling with people who I believe show surprisingly little feeling for the real man and for life's true needs
in spite of the fact that they write column after column
about spirit, life and freedom.21
Meanwhile, Vestergaard, in the previously mentioned
article, commented on the events that led to the resignation
as well as the resignation itself. He poked fun at the idea of
having such a large committee, saying : " Once in a while we
have to show the rest of the world that we can count beyond
five ." 22 Concerning the fact that the committee, up until that
time, had not met, he said, 11 • • • they lived their lives in
dispersion . They sat alone and loaded their pistols and fired
into the air. Noise and smoke. That was the twelve man
committee.11 23 In a more serious vein he wrote that while he
and Nordentoft had not agreed on all things during Vestergaard's incumbency, they had worked together gladly during
those years . Then he continued, "I have no reason to clothe
my words in diplomatic niceties; Nordentoft has been unrighteously judged by his opponents.11 24
When the school plan was finally submitted to the convention it was promptly tabled . A new committee, this time
having only five members, was chosen . There is, incidentally,
nothing in the record to indicate that this new committee
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ever brought a report to a future convention . Neither is there
anything to show that any great changes took place during
the next few years. Apparently the resignation of Nordentoft
had stilled the critics.
When the resignation became public information, several
pastors and at least one layman wrote to Knudsen asking that
he consider taking the presidency. One went so far as to say,
"If we have no president (to offer) from our side then much
will be done to get Nordentoft to remain ."25 Hoiberg was also
sought by some as a candidate. At the convention a straw
vote was taken which indicated Knudsen and Hoiberg were
the front runners . The matter was discussed with them by the
Synod Board and a vote was taken the next morning. Hoiberg
received sixty votes and the remainder were divided among
Knudsen, Nordentoft, and J.M . Gregersen. Since there was no
assurance at the time that Hoiberg would accept the position
it was moved to elect Eilif Wagner as interim president. This
was done and when Hoiberg later declined the past Wagner
took over. He served as interim president for two years after
which he returned to Denmark. It should be noted that he
was never elected to be more than an interim president.
In the fall of 1910 Nordentoft and P.P. Hornsyld, who
also resigned, left for California where they ultimately
founded the colony at Solvang and the folk school there.
Hornsyld, a layman with excellent credentials, had taught at
Grand View since it began . With the departure of Nordentoft
the feud ended even though a duly elected president was not
chosen until 1912 when Knudsen was named. He served until
1915 after which he returned to Tyler. Hoiberg, who had
meanwhile returned to the College as a professor, was named
as his successor and continued as president until 1926.
In the years immediately following the Nordentoft
incumbency the changes introduced were actually minor.
With the coming of Knudsen, in 1912, it was widely felt that
now Grand View would be different. The school did take on
somewhat more of a folk school atmosphere with, for
example, the Knudsen family living in a apartment at the
College rather than in the faculty residence generally used by
the president. Academic changes, however, were neither
drastic nor profound . Thus, though the debate had been
protracted and often acrimonious, thousands of words had
been written , and numerous votes had been taken, feelings
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had been wounded and egos suffered, in the long run there
was little substantive change. Grand View had long had and
continued to have much of the life and spirit of a folk school
but practical considerations and slowly changing times forced
it increasingly in the direction of an academic institution.
In view of the final results, there may be a temptation to
dismiss this whole controversy as " a tempest in a teapot"
growing out of a personality conflict. That there was such a
conflict is undeniable . Where strong-minded men are
dedicated to opposing principles strife is bound to ensue.
Rightly or wrongly, these men were convinced that certain
ideas were important in shaping the College and they were
willing to struggle for what they believed . Therefore, in
looking back, rather than judge harshly, it is well to be aware
that the school was the focus of attention of men who cared;
men who cared enough to struggle for what they believed was
best.
As for the conflict being " a tempest in a teapot" - in the
light of history so many struggles may be seen as just that. It
may be, in some respects, unfortunate, but so many conflicts
of prin ciple and ideology are often swept aside by practical
considerations and the ceaseless flow of events.
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THE WORLD OF
ROBERT STORM PETERSEN
by Allen E. Hye
Wright State University

Thirty years after hi s death in March, 1949, Robert Storm
Petersen is still regarded as Denmark's greatest humorist; in
fact, he is enjoying an astonishing revival in Scandinavian
popular culture. T-shirts, advertising campaigns, key chains all bear his likeness or that of his loveable cartoon characters.
Even a museum has been established (Pile Alie 2, 2000
Copenhagen F) to promote his memory and humor. Since its
founding in the fall of 1977, the museum, under the direction
of Jens Bing, has been sorting and cataloging books,
paintings, memorabilia, including the humorist's extensive
pipe collection, and the some 60,000 drawings left behind by
the prolific artist known simply as Storm P.
For all his abilities, Storm P. is not terribly well-known
outside Scandinavia. Perhaps we can better understand his
incredible grass roots popularity by considering a few of his
American counterparts. One is Charles Schulz and his
" Peanuts" (a strip which , by the way , is a regular in Danish
newspapers under the title of Radiserne, [The Radishes]) . Just
as " Peanuts", with its many commercial endorsements is
probably the single most popular American strip, so are the
Storm P. drawings foremost in the Danish consciousness . Both
artists draw heavily on their memories of childhood, though
in different ways . Schulz uses children and their dog to
re c reate the artist's experiences of childhood in a
contemporary setting. Storm P. sees himself as a perpetual
child who used mostly adults (and sometimes their dogs) to
expose the foibles of the modern world. Both men, however,
are characterized by gentleness, compassion, and tolerance in
their view of the human condition.
It is this conciliatory humor which links the broad
popularity of Storm P. with that of another American , Will
Rogers . Where Rogers had as his trademark the well-known
phrase " I never met a man I didn't like," Storm P. let it be
known: " I don't hate any people, but I love animals ." It
would be interesting to know whether the Dane intended this
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line as a take-off on Will Rogers, for he did associate himself
with him : " America's society stems from people who worked
themselves up with their bare hands : Edison, Ford, Morgan,
Vanderbilt, Swab [sic; Schwab], all men of work, that is, boys
like Wallace Beery - Spencer [Tracy] - William S. Hart Will Rogers and Storm P. - The butcher's son (this isn't
self-praise - only self-knowledge.)"

..,;:--f":,..'

~,~-,

Herren .er udlrending?
- Udlrending, jeg? Jeg er amerikaner. Det er Dem,
der er udlrending!
(1920).
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Another very obvious parallel is to Rube Goldberg, the
man whose name became associated with complicated
"labor-saving" devices . In his drawings, Storm P. designed
many like contraptions, a collection of which has just been
published by the museum. These bizarre devices illustrate not
only his fascination for all things mechanical, but also a lesser
known trait of Robert Storm Petersen : a healty skepticism,
even fear, of technological advancement and "progress ."
If to these classical American caricatures we add the
physical image of Charlie Chaplin's tramp and the rubbery
countenance and verbal gymnastics of television's Mork from
Ork , then we can appreciate the vast appeal of Storm P. and
the popularity he has enjoyed in Denmark .
Robert Storm Petersen is referred to in Danish as a
tusindkunster, a "jack-of-all-artistic-trades," so to speak, as a
glance at his biography readily shows. He was certain, after
only a few years' experience as a butcher's apprentice that he
could not join his father in that trade. Art was his calling, but
in what form? At one time or another he was active as the
following: advertising artist, painter, newspaper cartoonist,
author (of short, humorous stories), stage and film actor,
cabaret performer, raconteur, circus clown, editor of and
contributor to satirical journals, and ballet librettist. It was
primarily his brilliant spontaneity on the cabaret stage and his
industrious, concerned approach to graphic ventures which
distinguished his art. Although his style was unique - indeed,
one teacher remarked that lessons would only ruin his talent
- it is possible to mention a few artists whom he respected
and in some way emulated.
As a young boy, Storm Petersen admired American
cartoonists, but it was the zany performances of Chaplin,
W .C. Fields, and, above all, Harold Lloyd which impressed
him during their appearances in Denmark. Many of his
paintings clearly show the influence of German expressionists
such as Max Pechstein and Otto Muller, of the Norwegian
Edvard Munch and of the Swede Ivar Arosenius, and in the
graphic arts we can point to the French satirical journal
L' Assiette au Beurre and the German Simplicissimus as models
for his aspirations as a cartoonist. Still, while he shared the
social concerns of such masters as Francisque Poulbot,
Adolphe Willette, Alexandre Steinlen, and Thomas Theodor
Heine, it was only as a young man, especially in the years
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before World War I, that he assumed their rough, aggressive
style and biting black humor. This was in the heyday of Le
Rire and L' Assiete au Beurre, when Storm spent a good part of
three years in Paris (1906-09) .
He was also part of a bohemian, quasi-communist circle of
artists and intellectuals in Copenhagen, who were united in
their criticism of big business, social exploitation, clericalism,
and hypocritical bureaucracy . It is fair to say that although
Storm P. clearly perceived the problems of Danish society and
was quick to defend his fellow man against the spectre of
poverty and personal degradation, he was quite naive
regarding the cause of these problems and their possible
solutions. The shallowness of his social analysis is illustrated
in the drawing of a ragpicker who explains : "Poverty makes
rags, rags make paper, paper makes money, money makes
banks, banks make loans, loans make poverty, poverty makes
rags ."
His trip to the United States in 1919 probably marked the
turning point in Storm's personal and professional development. Full of enthusiasm and admiration for America, anxious
to establish an international reputation as a cartoonist and
cabaret performer, Storm was to suffer his greatest setback .
Within two weeks of his arrival with Valdemar Willumsen, he
was seized by homesickness and an aversion to what he
perceived as the heartless, almost cruel quality of the
American character. Unable to generate the humor of his
previous performances and beset by increasing depression,
Storm aborted his cross-country tour in Nebraska and returned
to the East Coast and Denmark . It was then that he began to
narrow his horizons and retreated to Copenhagen , to a milder
form of life and art. "For what is all of this?" he wrote on
leaving the States. "What is life? For me it is my wife - my
family - my home and my art."
Storm's style mellowed considerably in the last 30 years of
his life. In 1922 he created the popular strip about Peter
Vimmelskaft, the sensible bourgeois gentleman and his
penguin sidekick, Ping. He proceeded to publish several
collections of the aphoristic cartoons known as Fluer (Flies)
and ten volumes of illustrated short stories (many of which
were the text of his monologues at Edderkoppen [The Spider]
cabaret), and, until his death, he remained a regular
contributor to the Copenhagen syndicate of Berlingske
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newspapers . But now the emphasis had shifted from an attack
on hardcore social problems to a sympathetic unveiling of the
Danish petite bourgeoisie. While continuing to reveal the
failings of midd-class society, Storm P. emerged as the
champion of the little man. He perceived a powerlessness of
the individual and his spiritual, if not material uncertainty.
With the increasingly humorous portrayal of life in his
cartoons - he had, unfortunately, abandoned his painting -
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Storm P.'s popular appeal grew. He touched the nerve of
common experience, stating that which we all know but never
seem to realize, until it is pointed out to us . And he did this
with humor and forbearance, exposing the follies of modern
man , not to a sabre thrust, but to a gentle ribbing .
I do not use the term " modern man" loosely, for although
there are certain eternally human (and eternally Danish)
qualities to his works, it is the theme of modern times that
consistently emerges . For example, a 1974 edition of his
topical drawings, issued under the title of Aktuelle, is as
relevant in today's Western society as in the Denmark of the
1930's and '40's. Consider some of the categories in this
collection: " Penci I Pushers and Bureaucratic Popes," "The
Energy Crisis, " " The Tax Squeeze," " Pollution," "The Legal
Circus," " Physical Fitness ."
Storm P.'s attitude toward the modern age was a mixed
one. On the one hand, he was fascinated by mechanical
gadgets and was especially enamoured of phonographs,
airplanes, and automobiles. His love for the car he named
" Casimir" was legendary. Brought in 1926, the automobile was
so well cared for that it lasted until 1944, succumbing only to
a fire which consumed its garage. Its sorrowing owner, who
had stored the car each winter and visited it by candlelight
on Christmas Eve, never replaced it.
But the other side of Storm P's view of the modern age is
more significant. Behind the boyish fascination with gadgets
lies a melancholy sense of a vanishing way of life. Speaking
for their creator, hundreds of old men in Storm P. drawings
comment on the vagaries of life, shaking their heads at the
things which only stay the same, the more they change .
Likewise, countless hobos ironically discuss the social
progress which somehow has left them untouched . Storm P.'s
true sentiments were rooted in his childhood, in an age of
gaslights and horse-drawn streetcars . He once confessed to a
friend: " No, I belong to the years before 1900. I don't care for
the present. In those days there was nothing called a ration
card or appeals about anything whatever. One could live
happily and freely ." These sentiments increased as Storm P.
grew older, and were complicated by his growing reluctance
to face an adoring but very demanding public. At parties, he
said, " They all expect me to be funny , and then they see only
a quiet man pac ing restlessly back and forth with his hands
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behind his back, not saying a thing. What plagues
me most is that these good
people are disappointed in
their expectations."
Thus we see a striking contrast between the
public and private Robert
Storm Petersen, caused not
only by changing times,
but also by an inborn
seriousness and melancholy known only to his
closest friends. The creative genius which made
Storm P. a spiritual desFattigdom ]aver klude , klude laver papir, papir laver
cendant of Hans Christian
penge. penge laver banker, banke r lavcr IAn, Un \a ver
Andersen
was also capable
lattigdom. lattigdom !ave r klude . (1912) .
of fearful fantasies. Some
of these appeared in his earlier cartoons and paintings, but
they were to be suppressed as time went on . "I must admit,"
confideq Storm P., "that I am reluctant to have people experience [through my art] what I am experiencing, for I don't
believe that the so-called
normal human brain could
stand it. These aren 't pleasant
things I see, when I really
observe life ."
To remember Storm P.
only as the upbeat " keep
smiling jester of unflagging
good humor, as most of
Danish society unfortunately
does, is to disregard the
depth of his artistic range.
We must instead remember
him as a man of many contradictions : the public figure,
who craved peace and quiet; Auromobil bercgnet iii transpo rt af giraffer . Leveres
Iii to. fi re og seks giraffcr. men som man scr p.i ovcnthe Rube Goldberg, who s15.cnde
illu stration ogs~ kun 1il en giraf. Di:nnc girafvogn vc ntcdc man sig mcgliM af. men da girafcfterdreaded the growth of tech- spo rgslcn for tiden er ringc. er gi raf1ran !)portcn sclvfolgc lig dervi:d en dcl ncdsat. Dog vi i dcr nok komme
nology; the international art- en
tid , da gi raffernc a11cr er p5 markcdct.
I 19421.
ist who longed for home and
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eventually felt insecure beyond the cozy boundaries of
Copenhagen 's Frederiksberg and Vesterbro neighborhoods. He
was a man called by one friend a "humble and loving misanthrope, " and by another, an artist whose life and work would
give credence to the definition of humor propounded by the
German humorist Wilhelm Busch : "Humor ist wenn man
trotzdem lachen muss" (Humor is when you have to laugh in
spite of it all) .

Allen E. Hye is professor of German at Wright State University, Dayton Ohio. Dr.
Hye states that although he received his Ph.D. in German [dissertation on Bertolt
Brecht, University of Connecticut] he has maintained Danish as his second field of
interest [his mother was Danish] . From 1969-1971 he studied in Denmark as a
Fulbright and George C. Marshall Fellow. In addition to Storm P., he has research
interests in Kaj Munk and Kjeld Abell.
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DANSK FOLKEBLAD
by Nancy Ruth Bartlett
In the fall of 1895 an ambitious Danish-American
bu sinessman named George Johnson took over the editorship
of a Dani sh language newspaper being published in the town
of Greenville, Michigan . (It is not known how long the previous editor, C.N. Miller, had been running the paper) . George
Johnson stated in his first editorial (26 September, 1895) that
it was his intention to fulfill the need for a Danish paper in
the state of Michigan. In his paper Danish language readers
were to be supplied with local, national , and foreign news,
advertisements, and a means for Danish-Americans to voice
their views. He made a special appeal for readers : " .. . In
this area alone there are enough Danes to support a Danish
newspaper
Danes! Don 't let the hope I put on Dansk
Folkeblad be let down . Help me one and all!" (26 September,
1895)
Within the last three decades of the nineteenth century at
least twenty-eight Danish language newspapers were started
across America, primarily in the northwestern states,
California, and Chicago along with some in the Midwest.
Dansk Folkeblad was one of three newspapers printed in
Michigan in the 1890's. It is representative of many rural
Danish language weeklies being printed throughout the states.
Th e paper's appearance, including its simple nameplate,
was similar to other Danish rural weeklies of the 1890's . When
Johnson took over, the paper had four pages, and, like other
papers, it expanded to eight as soon as it was possible. (18
February, 1897) There were six columns per page . Different
categories of news and information were barely separated by
a slightly larger type for the titles of news columns . News
items were frequently not more than four or five lines in
length . Unlike the typical rural weekly of its time , Dansk
Folkeblad had advertisements not only on the inside pages
but also on the front page. Local businesses run by both
Danes and others were advertised in the right-hand column.
Within Montcalm County alone there was a potential for a
large enough readership to keep Dansk Folkeblad going. By
the 1890's over a thousand Danes had made their way to this
central Michigan county. All but one of the first forty Danes
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who arrived in the county by 1857 were from the same village
- Sceby in northern Zealand. According to pioneer August
Rasmussen, they had left their village near Lake Tiss!ZI "
for the good and cheap timber lands, fair wages, and to live
among earnest people under good government." Logging was
the key business in the county when the Danes first started
coming in the 1850's. By the 1890's the forests were thinned
out and farming took over as the major livelihood .
Throughout the second half of the century, Danes from all
over Denmark came in a constant stream to join the DanishAmericans who were already established in lumbering, farming, and the businesses of Montcalm County. By the turn of
the century rural settlements had grown into villages with
names like Gowen, Trufant, Sidney and Grant. Greenville,
with a population of 34,000 at the end of the nineteenth
century, had become the large town to which many Danish
farmers would come for supplies .
There was plenty of Danish activity to report in Montcalm
County when George Johnson took over the editorship of
Dansk Folkeblad. Seven Danish Lutheran churches were in
service in the county . (All seven were ministered by a popular
Norwegian pastor, Ole Amble). A few miles south of Grant a
Danish folk school, named Ashland, was operating, having
been opened in 1882. Greenville, Trufant, and Sidney had
their own Danish Brotherhood chapters.
Along with reporting about the local Danish functions,
George Johnson also featured in Dansk Folkeblad columns of
general news from Montcalm County, other counties in
Michigan , other states, Denmark, and other foreign countries.
As was typical for Danish-American weeklies, happenings
from every corner of Denmark were eventually reported . The
news reported in all of these categories was less current
events and more human interest.
That the Montcalm County villages were small communities was reflected in the local news . Trips, illnesses , and buying and selling of land and businesses were reported in Dansk
Folkeblad along with announcements of births, deaths, weddings and confirmations .
Some of the news stories seem trivial today. For example,
it was reported that "Lowell is putting on airs because it is
becoming a peach growing center. " (26 September, 1895)
Another article was about how poorly Karl Marx had behaved
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while waiting for a train in Kolding, Denmark. Other news
was speculative : "Ira H. Curtis, butcher at the asylym in Kalamazoo suicided by cutting his throat. Constant association
with lunatics unbalanced his mind." (26 September, 1895)
From Denmark came the report that "a child with cat ears
was given birth by a woman who had been frightened by a
cat." (26 September, 1895)
Along with news of general interest to the Danes in
Montcalm County, Dansk Folkeblad provided the Danish
farmers in the county with weekly market prices, in English,
from Greenville, Grand Rapids, and Detroit. Announcements
of mortgage sales, advertisements about farm work for Danish
young people, and information about private lending banks
were also of service to the farmers. For Danish newcomers
who wanted to farm in the county, Dansk Folkeblad was
helpful in locating already established Danish farmers .
Dansk Folkeblad was also a useful tool for businessmen
who would play up the Danishness of their customers in their
ads as a way of attracting business . The local grocer Peter
Hansen was particularly persistent in his soliciting of Danish
customers. For example, in his advertisements in a December
1895 issue he said : " If you come to me you can buy things as
good as in Denmark . . Don't forget to do your Christmas
shopping at my store and have a Christmas as Danish as can
be
p.s . Fellow Danes come and see me." Editor Johnson,
being also a steamship agent, encouraged people through
Dansk Folkeblad to buy tickets for friends and relatives in
Denmark from him. The advertisements in Dansk Folkeblad
were mostly in Danish; however, many times an American
term such as "saloon," " drugstore," or "groceries" would slip
in. Dansk Folkeblad, like many other immigrant papers,
advertised not only items which would be familiar to the
newly arrived immigrant, such as Danish-style sausage, but
also new American products, such as cure-all medicines.
Dansk Folkeblad was occastionally used by Danes trying
to track down lost acquaintances and relatives. In one issue
there was given a list of Danish emigrants who had unknowingly become heirs to deceased relatives back in
Denmark . One such description read: " Peter Pedersen , who
emigrated about one year ago, and when he was last heard
from was living in New York and calling himself P.R. Walters,
who is a son of the now deceased farmer Rasmus Petersen
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and the bereaved wife Maren nee Jensen of Hesselager near
Svendborg." (2 June 1898)
The newspaper also reminded its readers to register and to
vote. Such advice was typical in immigrant papers. Even
though in his first issue as editor, George Johnson had
announced that the newspaper would be " written completely
apolitically," he went on to expound his political views,
especially during the election year 1896. He strongly
supported the Democratic Peoples Union Silver Ticket in his
paper and just as fiercely opposed the Republicans' campaign,
as the following headline shows : " Bryan and Prosperity or
McKinley and Hard Times, Which?" (15 October 1896) Just
before the election Johnson printed a complete listing of the
newspaper's ticket and a Danish version of Bryan's talk in
Grand Rapids, Michigan . Such politicalization led to verbal
blows between Dansk Folkeblad and another local newspaper,
Greenville Independent, which supported McKinley.
In addition to the news and advertisements, serial stories
were included in every issue. When the paper expanded from
four to eight pages the number and length of serials also
increased . There were basically two types of serials : travel
stories and fictional stories . The travel stories were submitted
by Montcalm County residents. The fictional stories, which
were common fare for rural weeklies, were of no considerable
literary value, the exception being a Danish translation of
Jules Verne's " Around the World in 80 Days". They were
either romances , with titles like " Twice Married" and " His
Wife", or of a fairy tale nature, such as "The Queen of the
Elves" and " Potemkin 's Fairy Tale" . Such stories along with
poetry were normal fare for rural weeklies at the time Dansk
Folkeblad was printed .
Danes in Montcalm County were continually being urged
to buy a subscription to Dansk Folkeblad, as the " only Danish
newspaper in Michigan" . Editor Johnson offered bargains on
sewing machines, books, stable rent for farmers , and
subscriptions to Detroit Free Press to whoever would
subscribe . Alone with offering deals, Johnson also tried to
threaten, shame, or 'nationalize' Danish immigrants into
subscribing . He would print lines like : " Look at it as a
national matter and order the paper as soon as possible" and
" It is said that a unity is lacking among us ." Despite his
offers, pleas , and reprimands the number of subscribers
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remained small, an indication that the Danish community was
not as enthusiastic about supporting the paper as Johnson
thought they should be. Other research indicates that the
Danes in Montcalm County learned English very quickly . They
were as a result not dependent upon Dansk Folkeblad for
news or entertainment. An example of the Danes' linguistic
assimilation was the printing in 1892 of August Rasmussen's
" Pioneer Life in the Big Dane Settlement." It appeared in
Dansk Folkeblad's local rival , Greenville Independent, and
was discussed as a historical document.
The fate of Dansk Folkeblad was like that of dozens of
other small rural Danish language weeklies. With the death of
Editor Johnson, in late 1898, the demise of the paper was
inevitable. Few rural weeklies survived after their editor's
death. After a feeble but unsuccessful attempt by Mrs .
Johnson to keep the presses running , nobody in Montcalm
County stepped forward to take over the paper. At the turn of
the century it took a combination of personal conviction,
financial backing, and equipment to run a Danish language
newspaper in America . Editor Johnson was one of a dying
breed . As with other such papers at this time, though the
material resources remained , the conviction of the dedicated
editor was lost.
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The feilberg Letters:
A Danish Family's Reflections
on Canadian Prairie Life (II)
By Jorgen Dahlie

Readers of the previous issue of The Bridge (no. 3, 1979)
will have made the acquaintance of the Ditlev and Julie
Feilberg family . Their arrival in Saskatchewan some seventy
years ago and their subsequent experiences in Canada have
been documented in a series of letters sent to relatives in
Denmark . In eloquent, often poignant language, the letters
tell an absorbing story of the immigrant' s hopeful
expectations - and of the often harsh reality - in a new
land .
In the following excerpts, Julie, Marie, and Henning write
in turn about their own activities . In those letters to relatives,
particularly to the Feilberg children left in Denmark - Eva,
Anna, and Niel s Peter - there is considerable evidence of the
strong ties to the old homeland, despite the optimistic tone of
the writing. Henning writes as a man quickly matured to face
new responsibilities, and at 18 is ready to start on his own.
Marie reflects on life as a young "hired girl," needing both
stamina and resolution to cope with the manifold demands
on her time . As the mother, Julie had an added duty not only
of contending with the day-to-day activities on the farm, but
also of keeping the whole family intact, especially those
whose link to the rest was tenuously maintained through
writing. Throughout her letters there is a quiet, confident
note, a sense of duty, humor, and the faith that whatever the
temporary discouragements, the family would prevail. That it
did so, was a testimonial, particularly to Julie Feilberg's
resolution , and to her ability to keep alive the cherished
bonds of kinship and love of country, in Canada as well as
Denmark .
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December 30, 1912
My Dear Little Anna!
Thanks for your letter! If we don't count the unruly little
girl called Dolly, the children have no other playmates than
our animals . Therefore they think a lot of them and are
always very glad when a small chick or calf is born. Now I
want to tell you what happened one day last fall. We have a
cow named Dot, that means a point, and it had white spots
on her body . The two young boys, little Elisabeth and I were
alone at home. The sun went down and we were going to get
the cows in . Often we meet them because they know that in
the barn there is oats waiting for them . They came but Dot
was missing and we knew at once there must have been
something the matter with her wherever she was. Elisabeth
climbed upon the barn roof to look for her and saw her in the
distance about as far away from here as you have to your
school. We had to go aft~r her, I had promised to really look
after her. Elisabeth, Haakon, & Nicolai were to wait by a
slough in the middle of an enclosed field while I went for the
cow. I could see Dot going in a circle round and round a
little red calf that had been born there. The cow bolted
towards me as she was certain I was going to harm her calf it was cold , blustery and looked like snow on the way. Now
was a time when good advice was costly! I couldn 't carry the
calf, it couldn't walk so I had to pull it by the hind leggs
while the mother came behind and charged after me. When
the children saw me they came splashing through to help me
pull the little dumb creature up on dry land . Finally we got
inside the warm stable and Dot licked and comforted her
little one from one end to the other. By then the sun was
down, it was dark out and we were tired out. Since that day
the three children and the little calf have played together
every day. His name is Dandy.
Now the prairie is white, the children ride on sleighs,
make snowmen and freeze their noses red .
I would give all the money I have if only Elisabeth could
have two hours a day to sit by you at the side of your aunt
and learn how as you do, to read and knit.
We all send our greetings. Elisabeth talks about you
almost every day.
Your Julie
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April 21, 1913
Well , the day after my previous letter there came a
"c hinook", a warm wind and in two days all the snow was
gone.
By itself such a rapid thaw is not so good . Marie over at
Behrend's, perhaps three minutes from here, was unable to
come home for ten days . The roads are like small rivers and
in many places were impassable and it is still more dangerous
to drive outside the main ruts . There have been places where
the drivers have stood up on the seats [in the wagons] and
have got wet to the knees. For the past three days we have
had an early spring storm and after it has become practical to
get around so the spring work has started; but it is late and
there are still many wet fields around .
Your friend, Dolly, was here with Marie on the 14th for
Nicolaj's birthday. He didn't want her here at any price but it
was impossible to stop her. You should have seen the little
devil! She thought it was up to her to help celebrate with the
" birthday child" and we had to laugh . She took him by the
hand , led him round in triumph, decked him out with flowers
from the garden , lifted him up and sat him down with a
thump! The boy, who had just lost two of his front teeth and
still has a sore throat following a bout of influenza, had
expected quite another reception, although they usually are at
loggerheads whenever they meet, - because of his surprise
he allowed himself to be handled like a stick of wood; but
Haakon couldn't stand to look at it and went at the little girl
with his fists in order to free his brother. She wasn 't slow to
respond and issued an ultimatum : "If you don't behave
yourself, I'll knock you so flat, you'll never move!" It was
unbelievably bad mannered! She teaches them some English
undoubtedly and Nicolaj is disinclined to marry her now after
their latest encounter! She is a month older than he who is six
but she is a whole head taller.
Henning is ploughing these days with two big, intractable
horses who want to run wild and two four-year olds in harness
for the first time . It's quite a struggle he says, hard on both
the hands and the back . He handles the plough from 6-12 and
from 1-7, and still his work isn't finished. Luckily he is up to
the work and earns good money.
Well , the pen runs on and here there is a lot which is not
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easy . Do you remember David's prayer that my old
grandmother taught me?
"Cast us not away, 0 Father, from your presence and do
not take the Holy Ghost from us. Strengthen us everywhere
with your help and uphold us with your fearless spirit."
Sincerely
Julie

May 20, 1913
Baby and I had a most amusing trip to town on Friday. For
three months she has been at Behrend's and that was her first
day off. She needed some shoes and we had to have
provisions. We have our own horse now and we borrowed a
little buggy from Behrend . It was beautiful , breezy spring
weather under sunny skies . For money I had two dozen eggs
and four pounds of butter; Marie was somewhat wealthier,
she had 10 dollars. We got 20 cents a dozen for eggs and 25
cents for a pound of butter; we find it far too little in
comparison with what groceries cost and we are only able to
barter . Marie bought herself shoes as well as for the younger
ones plus a sack of flour, 50 lbs . for $1.75, and she was as
happy as if she had received a fortune . Then we went to the
post office where there were letters and a parcel for Marie.
The parcel was opened on the way home and she became
very much moved and pleased with the gift [of a watch]. She
has grown up now, three inches taller than her mother,
strong, except for a melancholy look in her eyes which I am
concerned a bit over. We have sewn for her, from patterns we
got here, three pretty, good quality washable dresses. She has
nice stockings and shoes, a fine hat, decent underclothes and
an apron - all of which she has earned and paid for herself.
She is a quiet serious girl , speaks fluent English such that it
was a satisfying experience to be in town with her where
people everywhere were so friendly toward her. Yes, no doubt
you can tell it's her mother who is talking. She earns only 8
dollars a month , I think it is too little as very young girls here
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earn 15-20 dollars during the summer. Mrs. Behrend is good
humoured with Marie and affirms that she is able and of
course I am glad to hear that. She has to get up at three, is
never finished until nine so you see much is demanded of the
children once they get away from the home.
Henning is healthy and happy, has seeded 180 acres in
wheat and is ploughing with 6 horses for the oats; he has
grown and now is even stronger than his father. My husband
has seeded 10 acres which he broke and ploughed last fall
and the crop is coming along fine, in addition he has another
40 acres newly-broken and ploughed which he is waiting to
seed in oats next week . Still, there hasn't been much oats
seeded yet and don't you think it is getting late?
But I was talking about Henning and his 6 horses. We see
him drive off to work each morning. On his way he has to
cross a stream , which is now a raging flood and, since the
bridge has been carried away by the storm, he has to ford the
water. The horses swim and he climbs up on the seat and has
to stand if he is to keep his feet dry . During his lunch break
which lasts an hour he sometimes runs down to catch a pike
but the stream is so fast it's not often he can do it. Just like
his father he sees much in the world of nature (which I
haven't an eye for) and that shortens an otherwise long and
lonesome day. He was saying Sunday how both the cranes
and blackbirds performed a regular quadrille in front of the
plough, the cranes ahead a bit and the blackbirds close
beside him, gliding on outswept wings, shifting places,
bowing and dipping with grace and poise . Some of the
blackbirds have lemon-yellow collars, others bright red and
they look beautiful. They line up in couples, one above the
other and fly away in twos . The cranes are so skittish and
smart that, though they fly by the thousands overhead,
destroy the crops and taste good, people inquire for miles
around if one is ever shot. Henning has made friends with an
old gopher who comes out of his hole when he calls to him
with a particular sound; he has become half-friendly with a
pair of prairie wolves (coyotes?) the female is white, the male
grey and bowlegged . In addition he has some ducks and
prairie chickens around and he can get up close to them
while I am unable to see them even if I'm only a few feet
away from them. He has little time for other than to sit on
the plough, use his eyes to stare out at the endless prairie and
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the big sky which spans over it all.
The three small children and their father are extremely
good friends. Nicolai is the family's most loveable member,
he embraces his father' s legs and crawls up to kiss him .
Haakon follows suite like an old friend . All day yesterday he
directed the plough up one furrow and down the next. It will
stand him in good stead here to learn how to do the work
here. Besides that he knows now how to catch the cattle out
on the pasture, water them, and bring them back to the barn .
He also carries in water for me, prepares the vegetables and
helps in the house .
We planted many vegetables this year and it looks like last
year's supply will hold out until we get the new . Our cellar
and well have both been frost-free this year.
We are still hopeful of being able to buy a quarter section
which is to the north of our farm. Land is that which
everything else turns on such that one can pay off the
machinery, lifestock , and buildings . The [purchase] depends
on many things and is problematical if we will be lucky
before someone else snaps up the land from us; it is what one
calls "company land ." It could be, too, that it will be too
expensive for us as prices increase every year. Spring has been
drawn-out and cold this year, Haakon was right when he
recently remarked that it " was like a cold winter day in
Denmark ." May 17 we had snow the whole day, on the 20th
an inch of ice on the water overnight, and strong winds. The
past few days have been milder; perhaps one day soon we' ll
have the beautiful summer weather upon us.
We have a little pond on our land and my husband , with
great determination , has dug a deep ditch from it to a small
creek which runs across our place, a distance of some
200-300 yards . He hopes thereby to drain the pond and use
the area for hay . It has been fed from a large alkali area south
of here and it will be a difficult project to finish . But we
would gain a large piece of pasture land for our cows .
Many regards from
Your Julie
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August 28, 1913
My husband bought a used "binder" for 50 dollars to be
paid in three years, and yesterday all the wheat was cut. It
has been so nice, so rich and fertile to look at. And now that
it has been cut it is as if a curtain has been rolled up - we
can see again out 40 miles and all that land which lies
between us and the blue hills in the distance. Now it appears
in the clear fall sunshine, dressed in brilliant colours. I wish it
were possible for you to take one of these modern airplanes
over the ocean so you could be with us for a day or two.
More in order to see the land than us . We are just one
[family] amoung thousands of struggling pioneers . But the big
fertile, undulating farm land that year after year grows food
for millions from the bare prairie - that amazes me apart
from how we manage and you would wonder at it if you
could see it. It amazes me even if my thoughts swing strongly
between despair and hope, gladness and sorrow.
The day we drove to Nokomis we went about a Danish
mile (seven miles) along a large wheat field and it was, in
fact, just as wide. It belongs to the Johnson brothers, Swedes,
who 6 years ago took out a homestead and bought an extra
quarter ["quart" in original] [160 acres] in addition and now
own 640 acres which they work together. They are among the
best farmers here and have about 400 acres in wheat, the rest
in oats for the horses of which they have ten . Naturally they
have all the modern machinery they need for their work. That
their land is along one of the new roads is certaily lucky just
as it is when a pioneer happens to have a homestead where a
town will be built later.
You can't believe how independent Marie has become .
Mrs. Behrend went with both her little girls to the " states" to
have her third baby and Baby (Marie) was therefore free to
come home. But a Mrs. Hommel, not far from here, offered
her 15 dollars for five weeks help so she thought it would be
worthwhile to earn this . They are well-to-do farmers,
Americans, and live near Nokomis. Pleasant people with one
child , a boy two-years old . So she was home only a half day,
got her clothes in order and by the time she is home again
the summer will surely be over. She speaks English like a
native now and is a good girl and I think you would agree to
that.
Fondest greetings from all of us.
Your Julie
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September 27, 1913
My Dear Daughter,
It has been a cold and unsettled fall. Just recently we had
a couple of days that reminded one of the flood, storm , rain
and the enormous low-lying heaven threatening above us .
One thinks in truth each time it comes : is it not the end of
the world? Now it has cleared up again but devilishly cold ,
the summer has gone. There's a demand for Baby and she has
no hesitation in taking on the work . "It's a long winter," she
says "let me earn while I can ." Luckily she is with good
people and they want her again next summer. But I often
long for her. She and her young, rich , and elegant mistress
had also to get out in the potato field and dug up 200 bushels
in two days. Four worked at the job together, two men and
the two young women but ours looked decidedly tired out
when she was home Sunday. But this year she is high spirited
and happy, they live well - fruit, chicken, beef and
vegetables - so it is not too bad really for either one of us .
Otherwise she would have long since been home.
The hardest thing to do is to keep the clothes in shape
and to sew for everyone. Things are done as soon as possible
but seldom when they should be.
We have all kinds of potatoes this year and we are
keeping them all. I hope that Hindhede is right in saying that
they are good and nourishing. We can save on the expensive
flour of which we still use 100 pounds a month . It takes a lot
of vegetables to make one satisfied , the stomach has to be
extended as well as filled if the body is to get enough .
Everyone gets a soft boiled egg a day along with oatmeal
porridge .
Papa and Henning are out threshing these days. Together
with the horses they can earn a daily wage and we need that
if we are to make it to November. So I and the three small
ones are the only ones left on the farm to water the oxen and
cattle, to pick the vegetables and carry them into the cellar
which is a big job. This year we have a 100 bushels of
potatoes as against 5 the first year, and I have carried most of
them in the house . It is great to have a lot of potatoes but it
is hard on my stamina and I had to stay in bed for two days
after doing the work .
Baby is away most of the time; she has found a good
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place with a young, well established couple with a little boy
who just loves her. I've never seen her so happy before. We
bring her home each Sunday.
The little children have made themselves a hideaway out
on the prairie and naturally I had to go out to see how
sheltered and soft it was . All four of us can lie in it and have
leg room and a back rest. It is lined chiefly with sunflower
stalks and morning glory. Last week I told them about King
Skjold who as a young man seized and killed a bear in his
embrace and through his heroism became a shining example
for all the people in his kingdom .
Since then Nicolai has taken him as his model and when I
give him som ething to eat he asks, " is there nourishment and
strength in the food you are giving me?" And when he has
been especially fastidious or dainty in the last little while
naturally I try to " cure" him. Everything they hear and learn is
worthwhile but they always go back to their beloved
" kongeslot" [King's Park] and barn surrounded by
horses, bulls, and sheep made of small stones. Haakon is
particularly good at doing his share, he weeds, looks after the
animals and was the best at digging up potatoes; but they all
miss a school , not so much for the show, but for training and
as a means to employment. Our father is healthy but he
notices the drain on his strength just as I do.
Your Mother
Julie

October 12, 1913
Through frost and snow Henning ploughed for Behrend
and earned two dollars a day. He has a home, though, poor
as it is for shelter in the worst storm . On his birthday October
6, we had a snowstorm and were thankful to have him home.
His father gave him a knife and a basket of fruit, I gave him
two new shirts and a little Danish flag, the little ones had
chocolate for him . There was a letter from Denmark and I
baked a good cake for him . I wanted to write on a card [to
him] :
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Your mother sits here old and weary
But with peace of mind .
She waits in her old age for your comforting word
Your mother's house has become a shanty where the
cruel drafts come in; the question now is to raise the
sunken walls; forward, Henning, forward!
But I thought it was too selfish and I let it pass . He is now
age 18, just as tall as his father and much stronger.
Marie is 14, but looks older. She is still out working.
Yesterday I noticed she looked tired, although it is a good
place where she works. It's a long ways away, though; she
started at eight dollars a month, only enough for shoes and
some clothes but she now gets twelve, has easier and better
work to do in a well ordered, proper home where she is
treated as one of their own and where there is a little boy
who loves her. She is, in fact, a member of a well-to-do
family .
Elisabeth has become a capable little girl but you know
the one who has to work at home draws the smallest wages .
She's been a real help to me this summer and no matter how
it goes, there is always a lot to be done here. She is growing a
lot, becoming fatter and red-cheeked . Everyone was so pale
and thin in the spring. I had promised her a new dress and
two dollars pay so now she is anticipating going to town to
spend it. She is the most contented of the family but has a
hard time getting adjusted to others . I am glad she has started
to read on her own - this is the greatest satisfaction we have
- and we have several good little books . The reader you sent
last year to Haakon, she reads from but she is only allowed to
if she asks him each day before she takes it and promises to
put it away on his shelf afterwards . She keeps her dolls neat
and clean. One especially nice one that she got in Odense well, I believe she thinks of it as her own baby.
The one who has, in fact, grown the strongest this summer
is Haakon ; he has turned out to be a big husky boy, capable
of taking care of the animals, persistent at weeding in the
garden and now, late in fall, good at playing.
Here is the way things have gone up to now. For the first
while, when spring was still locked out on the bare, treeless,
wet prairie following the long winter, they (the children)
couldn't get started on anything. Since then the little ones
have taken to amusing themselves and they get along so well
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together. Over the summer they made themselves a unique
play place in the rosebush thicket which they call the "king's
park". It is fun to see how the children can keep themselves
amused with so little. Out of sticks and flax straw they built a
little playhouse between the bushes . They made a floor from
some boards which they put on stumps . In addition, they
have a little window which looks out on the "park" . The door
is locked by an iron rod, thick as one's wrist, a piece of an
abandoned seeding machine. They have furniture and the
" ladies" [of the house] are made of silk and paper, decorated
with cross-looking expressions . The fence is built of buffalo
droppings and it encompasses a neat thatched roof - barn
and a pig house attached to it. The stalls are filled with
animals, one gray mare, a white bull with a ring in his nose,
and other animals. Haakon is an able reader but right now
almost everything is at a standstill. Nicolaj is a dear little boy.
Unfortunately he is hopelessly awkward. Out of barbed wire,
sticks and thread he makes the most remarkable things :
plows, threshing machines, binders. It's all quite despairing
for Haakon : " once he starts with it, Mama, I can't get him to
talk about anything else!"
Ordinary play toys do not interest him in the least. But
last week when we had a snowstorm, Hans came out with his
drawer and you should have seen all the "things!" Here one
could see the difference between one who saves and one who
throws away. Each card, every little item that he had received
over here, was there; all the things took up several square
feet ori the front room floor and looked so funny there.
Haakon always says that Nicolai and he own everything in
common but he is always smart enough to put all the stuff in
his own drawer when he packs it away . But whenever it is
out, they play together with it.
The little ones are really our amusement and happiness.
have sewed new pairs of pants with pockets for each of them
and when Hans' birthday comes, he will get a knife.
I think often when the struggle is so endless, what does it
all mean, and what will become of us? I cannot give up hope
that God will, when the time comes, adapt and arrange all for
us for the best! But then often despair comes to mind: do I
have the right to hope and wait for this? There are times
when I long to give it up and to take myself and all mine to
Him without waiting. But the way is long and heavy, often
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one goes astray, often I think He conceals himself from me.
" Do not forsake me, God, do not take your spirit from
me!"
Julie

November 8, 1913
Since I last wrote to you, dear brother and sister, a lot has
happened here. Dolly and Rosemary have got a baby sister,
14 pounds, now there are three girls, that's rather much to
take care of. The whole family now lives in the " States". The
sweet little Rosemary, how I would have liked to see her with
the new, wonder child! Dolly sent Frederick, the young man
here where I work , a jovial little, horribly misspelled letter.
She is also sweet and I am inclined to forgive her her
boorishness - at a distance.
We now have our grain threshed and I was home to help
Mama with the cooking those days . We had hired hands for
only three meals. On Tuesday afternoon they arrived at our
place and Wednesday afternoon they were on their way
again. There were ten men in addition to us children. The day
before I had to go to town by buy bacon , glasses, forks, etc .
And now you shall hear how the family helped out. Papa
and two men threw down the shooks from the stack into the
machine. Henning and another man, each with his own
wagon , took the threshed grain to the " granary" , where
Haakon stood ready with a scoop to shovel it up. Elisabeth
peeled potatoes, fetched water, cleared off the dust and
handled all such small jobs . She is sweet and willing to do
anything and is always ready in an instant. Nicolai is and
remains the little one, he is lazy but funny and we can 't stop
laughing at him though he doesn't want to do anything but
tend his roses . He worked at these that day - or pretended
that he did . First he was away to help Haakon , then he took a
bowl to Henning by the threshing machine, then inside from
10:00 o'clock in the morning to ask if lunch would soon be
ready. So you see, each one had his own work to do.
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Today is Sunday, and I am still not home, we have
company. This is the third Sunday. It is sometimes a peculiar
feeling to be a hired girl. But, now listen to the trick that
Frederick pulled on my yesterday. I was up in my room
cleaning up. Then there is a big room used as a closet and I
went in there with some clothing and one, two, three, Frederick came up and closed the door behind me and I was
locked in . I begged, pleaded, promised him candy,
chewing-gum, a costume. Little good it did me. Mrs. Hommel
had gone out to feed the dog, then the chickens came
running, their water trough was empty. It took about an hour
while I sat in and moped in the closet and became extremely
irritated by my otherwise good friend, Frederick. When Mrs.
Hommel finally came and guessed where I was, she ran up
here and let me out. She burst out laughing but that time I
didn't join her.
[Marie]

January 8, 1914
Dear Grandfather!
The weather goes up and down, on the 6th and 7th we
had a thaw and rain so that all the snow that was here
melted, but last night it snowed again . Today we had rabbit
for lunch, one I had shot. I made some rabbit snares today
and want to see if I can catch some in this way. It is made so
the rabbit will come at it from one side if he wants to have
the vegetable I set out as food , then as soon as he takes it a
stick will fly up to tighten a wire around his neck to catch
him . I have sent away some furs and for the money I bought
some traps which I will use to trap muskrats after the ice is
gone in the spring.
Today I wrote to the government in Regina for a chart
which indicates the homesteads which have not yet been
taken up . There are a few some miles from here and if they
are good I think I would take one - I am soon 19 years old . I
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can still work out next summer and earn a little to start with .
I have one horse, also a cow which will calve next spring.
Perhaps I will be able to buy another pair of horses. We shall
see what happens . There is a good man called Frank Morris
whom I know, he has a homestead to the west and says that
there are still some to be had in his neighbourhood. I've also
become acquainted with an Icelander called Andy .
Regards to al I of you from
Your Henning

Nokomis, Saskatchewan
January 25, 1914
Up to now we have had an ideal winter, a few degrees of
frost, still, clear sunshine. In the afternoons a deep, dark-blue
sky with the stars so distinct and clear against the blue, just
as if one sees them through a telescope. I wonder that some
one hasn't put an observatory in this area! In the past few
days we have had extra cold nights but as long as it is
absolutely still and sunshine we don't notice even if it sinks
to 37° below freezing. Isn't that between 40°-50° Centigrade?
That was a night, though, to stay in bed and keep warm.
However, we have a good stove which keeps going through
the night on a piece of hard coal , keeping the place
remarkably warm and comfortable. With a snowstorm ,
though, nothing helps, neither bed clothes or fire .
Henning has got himself a good gun that cost him 10
dollars . The first day out with it he brought home a big
snowhite rabbit. It had black tips on the ears and [Henning]
got him with the first shot.
Marie the little dear, relishes life in her freedom - she is
in better humor, livelier and easier in her mood than I have
ever seen her over here. For that matter we have all thrived
indoors this winter, I think. We read aloud David Copperfield
and Gennem Orkenen and now have reached Erik Menved's
Barndom. I have always enough sewing too. Washing, baking,
preparing the meals all adds up to work as well. It is actually
a pleasure for me to read with the children during the winter,
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they are all clever and anxious to learn . Haakon is
disappointed whenever it happens once in a while that we
don't read .
It is understood that each one has to give of their time
and recite from memory. Marie reads as well as any
English-speaking person to them . But it is painful to see that
the children are in need of schooling, to see they really wish
to learn , and therefore even with the best effort they receive
a rather limited education . Whenever it happens that I have
to go over to help Mrs. Stiebel , everything falls apart. She had
an operation and had to stay in bed 14 days or more. She's an
odd one, that one. She cannot keep a girl nor do without one.
Before the operation they had brought in from Winnipeg a
big, capable Scottish girl. The evening before Mrs . Stiebel was
to have the operation, the girls went on her way! This
summer they had seven or eight different girls although for
th e most part they have had to do without. Then as usual
Stiebel came to me . I was far from healthy myself after an
unfortunate fall but had to help him out of a tight spot.
There's a little year old boy there and a great deal of work
with the mother in bed, but she is now up on her feet again . I
have told them what I did, I did as a neighbour without
wanting any money . In that way it's strange for me that I like
to help out people but can never get used to the idea of
" hiring out" . He [Mr . Stiebel] is a smart young man but, in
truth, he has two exacting and helpless children to look after :
the baby and wife . He manages his large farm with horses,
cattle, and pigs and has to do most of her work in addition
and in desperation must chase around the country for hired
girls : " You don't know what a bad job is if you haven't been
out hunting girls," he says.
Next winter we will have to find a place for Henning,
there is too little for a fellow his age. That won't be easy.
Here there is work for many in the summer, few in winter.
There are apparently 20,000 idle men in Toronto .
Indeed, one does not escape even if one goes to Canada.
We aren't that capable. But if through toil and even
incompentent toil God will give us our daily bread in a
strange land so that we can, once free, look one another in
the eye, I will thank and pray to him.
When the cold and darkness loom outside like two giants,
when the storm plays its deep, dolorous sound on the
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telephone wires, then many times I feel forsaken, weak, and
struck with dread so profound that I sink helplessly in prayer
for aid and comfort.
"Help us and strengthen us, so we may stand fast,
To strive and to triumph in strife!
God our Saviour, yours the glory
Now and forever more ."
Julie

February 1, 1914
Dear Brother!
Now I have started to work for a man called Alexander . A
man I know, Frank Morris, thinks he is fine so I took the job
for a month and will get 12 dollars which is considered rather
good wages during winter. I am nearly at the point of
regretting it; I have to drive to town every day for all the
water they need no matter how the weather is . The drive is
two " miles" distant. In the morning I have the children to
take in and when I come home I have to water the animals .
In the afternoon I have to go in again and pick up the
children. There are two girls, 14 and 11, and two boys 9 and
6. The older of the two girls is rather cross, always
complaining, the younger one is ugly but jovial, the two boys
are active little devils .
There is a man who has been here a month and I asked
him about the farmer " He is a devil ; one must work outside
the whole day and in the bargain he will by physically abused
as well," was the advice I got. Well , I haven't found that
Alexander was that bad . The first evening when we were
going to bed , we went into a room where there was room for
us and two wide beds. In the one there was a good supply of
bedclothes, in the other just two sheets. He showed me the
latter but then I lost my head and told him I would rather go
home in the middle of the night than to stay there and freeze
to death in a bed with no blankets. Then he hurried to say, if
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I wished, she could share the other bed . So I went to bed
with most of my clothes on and kept pretty warm during the
night. The man froze both his nose and face so I hope that
doesn't happen to me.
I can now play all the tunes you sent me on the ocarina
except, " Jeg gik mig ud ." Will you explain a little more how
to get the half notes and write a few more songs for me.
Your brother, Henning

February 3, 1914
My dear little girl!
Thanks for your letter, you undoubtedly had a good
Christmas in Denmark, there people know better how to
celebrate Christmas than we do here . We don't have real
Christmas trees here but we made one out of wire and paper
and put lights on it, so it looked nice .
The snow lies deep and wet outside our door. When the
children in their " free time" step outside, they can scarcely
take a step without sinking in up to their necks and come in
with their boots and pants filled with snow. For that matter,
they have had a long time to enjoy themselves and have been
able to go sleighing down a little hill which slopes far down
and out on the lake. Their father made them a long sleigh
with room enough for three of them on it and they have
found many ways to use it. It's sometimes quite a problem for
them to pass the long day inside in our little house. Once in a
while they lose track of whether it is forenoon or affternoon;
and they have become somewhat pale looking.
Haakon has a large stable fu 11 of horses and plays
sometimes so enthusiastically with them that we are almost
all ready to join him in play. He is especially fond of a small,
fat stallion that his father has carved for him that will " go",
that is to say, he stays on his feet and can be pulled after him
all round the house .
They also have a lot of fun with a large white cat, called
Snowball, but we have been forced to let it go over to the
barn on account - , well, let's say on account of
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circumstances. Neither the cat nor the children think anything
about that for the moment.
Let me tell you what happened today. It is Sunday and
Marie made us some treats. Those we make ourselves are
both cheaper and better than those we get in town, which is
2-3 miles distant! She had made a bowl full of chopped nuts
and we were looking forward to the treat when she set them
out on a shelf by the kitchen window to cool off. When she
went for them a little later, there was a big, strange dog
standing and ate them all. Well, you can well imagine the
chase! Henning with a broom, Haakon with the stove poker,
Nicolai with a boot. But the long-legged dog thought they
wanted to play with him and jumped out in the deepest
snow, then stood still until they came just up to him. Then he
ran up in the straw stack and bolted away, the children after
him. By the time they got up in the haystack, the dog was
back at the kitchen licking off the last few crumbs on the
plate. Marie and I stood in the doorway and laughed so hard
we forgot to grieve over our loss of the treat but in order to
make up for it a little we took a bit of clean snow and
covered it with preserved grapes. It looked nice and tasted
fine; but, really, one doesn't make candy to treat a strange,
long-legged hound dog.
For Christmas Elisabeth got a beautiful doll from Sams~. It
came Christmas Eve "fine, fresh, and fair" in a flowered dress,
polished patent leather shoes, white silk stockings, bonnet
and purse, golden curls, and brown eyes that close. It is just
too nice for a little prairie girl. None of my girl friends in
Denmark ever had such a nice doll. She does not play with it
each day but wants to keep it nice to keep for her own
children .
Your Mother
Julie

Jorgen Dahlie is presently Professor of Educational History and Chairman, Department of Educational Foundations, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C.
He received his Ph.D. in history from Washington State University in 1967 with a
dissertation on Scandinavian immigration, He is currently writing a history of
Scandinavians in Canada and recently co-edited (with J. Donald Wilson) and
contributed articles to a special issue of Canadian Ethnic Studies. He has written
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to the federal government on multicultural policy.
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The DANISH AMERICAN HERITAGE SOCIETY was
established in 1977 in order to accomplish the following:

Preserve and promote interest in Danish American traditions.
Collect, evaluate, preserve, and display records (books, pictures,
letters) as well as other artifacts pertaining to the life and culture of
Danish Americans.
Encourage Danish American expression in the arts, humanities,
and social sciences.
Promote research into the life and culture of Danish Americans
and serve as an agency through which resulting studies might be
shared and published.
Seek public and private grants or funds to further projects
and programs sponsored by the Society.
Keep members aware of events and thoughts from contemporary
Denmark.
Provide a means of communication and education for members
through a quarterly publication.
Serve as a clearinghouse and provide information on all phases of
Danish American life.
Organize local or regional chapters to encourage fellowship and to
share ideas.
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